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INTERVIEW WITI-I DR. DAVID ARLINGTON TALBOT
Tape I , Side -A.·
Peck:

This interview on January 30, 1978, is with Dr. David
Arlington Talbot .

Dr. Talbot is the director for the

Center for Student Development Services and Professor
of Student Personnel and Guidance-at :East Texas State
University.

This interview will become a part of the

Black Project of the Oral History Program at :East Texas
State University.

The interviewer is Dr . Dennis Peck

with the Department of Sociol ogy .

Dr. Talbot , you ' re a man of great experience and scholarly
background , a man who has not only observed but experienced
much of the world and the ever changing social character,
panorama of the world in general , and the United States
in particular.

Might we start with your sharing , through

a description of your background, in terms of your birth,
social and family-heritage background?

In essence, what

was it like for a young black person growing up in the
1920 ' s and 1930 ' s?

:specifically, what were some

of the highlights and pa±ns of growing up for
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Talbot :

D.·.Arlington Talbot?
Well , the ffurst part of the period I spent , of course , in
South America

in Guyana .

There was an interesting contrast

between the first part--growing up in Guyana, for example-and the second part that of my being a resident of the United
States .

At the time , Guyana was•1British Guyana- -a part of

the vast British empire.
empire.

It was a colony of the British

That meant , as far as experience was concerned, that

as a result of being a member of a sort of mid~le class , I was
brought up as an imitation Englishman on the outside of
England .

The philosophy was English , the rule Britannic with

"Rule Britannia" the major theme.

We were taught that

England was the 1IDther country and that we were to measure
everything by English standards .

The attempt was made to

let our perspective be the perspective of an Englishman,
and yet we knew we were not E"nglishmen and could never be .
This colonial experience communicated something else; that
everything you had and everythi ng you did was s0JI1ewhat inferior,
because, measured by the standards--English standards-- you
just didn ' t measure up.

For example, a good garment was

an imported garment imported from England.

My father used

to remark that as a colony we grew cocoa.

He commented that

we always shipped it to England to be refined.

Then we paid

duty to have the privilege of buying this cocoa because in
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the eyes of the Englishmen and more importantly in our own
eyes, we just didn' t have the ability to do any sort of
refinement .

At the same time , the experience was not all

negative because I attended a school called Queen' s College
which was modeled after the public school of HarrDw.

You

know the old statement that "rrany of the wars of England
had been won on the playing fields of Harrow"? We had the
same sort of set- up:

prefects, rrasters, and professors

frDm Oxford, Cambridge, and London University .
introduced to a classical education.

We were

For example, at

twelve I was taking ~·:La.tin and •French, algebra, geometry,
geography, three courses in English-- English literature,
English ~omposition and writing--and some philosophy and
history.

As you can see , it was very heavy on the classical

hurranities side .

Then, a little later, we started taking

some of the science courses .

But we did this from what we

called the first form to the sixth form.

That would really

take s ix years because there were two fourth fonns.
was a 4A and a 4B.

There

During that time , we just moved , devel-

oped, steadily as far as the curriculum was concerned frDm
rraybe Caesar ' s GaUic War, Book I, all the way up till we.

1:I..atin,

French, English History, 8hemistry, Biology, Scriptures, Art and Geography.
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were reading some of the more difficult passages in Latin :
Horace and Livy.

I had a little Greek and more French.

We

did the same thing in the mathematical areas; the same thing
in history; the same thing in scriptures .

So you came out

pretty well irrnnersed in the classical subjects .
good and it was bad.

It was

It was good because of the wide expo-

sure to quite a vast field of knowledge , at least the
classical knowledge , and knowing the best uses of the past .
It was , though, the sort of education that didn ' t free you.
It tied you.

Because you always had the feeliµg that the

glories were of the past and that you, as a colonial, had
no opportunities really to perform or achieve .

You could

understand and you could repeat, but you did not have, would
not have, the opportunity of being a central figure in history .

When I came to America in 19 35 , I had a feeling of

arriving on the stage of the main theater of the world.
What was happening in America . was prime theater not just
some insignificant dramatic exercise .

All this despite

the fact that I had landed in Jim Crow Georgia and was
terribly shocked.

Although I had read of the phenomenon

of Jim Crow and the problems of segregation, I could not
bring my mind to accept the reality, the harshness and grossness of the process.

It was such a culture shock and to me

such a terrible expression of man ' s inhumanity to man-- the
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dehumanizing aspect of it.

People might argue that under the

colonial systems discrimination existed, but it was much
more subtle and great pains were taken to protect your
feeling of integrity and manhood .

Here , i n America, there

was just the stalk of communication that told you that you
were zero or less .
Atlanta .

I remember going into a streetcar in

As was my wont , I sat down on the front seat .

Guyana, this was not the best seat.

In

But since I knew I was

not going to ride on the streetcar for a long t ime , I took
the front seat for getting all that I had read.
in that thi s was convenient.

Just feel-

The streetcar conductor came

to me and said something like , "Nigger, you can' t s it here ."
I told him that I was comfortable there .

I really thought

he meant that my role as a student in college entitled me
to a better seat .
the back.

And I would, therefore , have to move to

It didn ' t occur to me that he was telling me that

because I was black I couldn 't s it at the front .

I said ,

"Oh , I'm getting off just a few stops from here .

I ' ll sit

here.

Thank you."

sit here. "

Then I realized what he was saying and I was

too angry to move .
be .

He said, "Nigger, I just said you can ' t

I didn ' t care what the consequence might

I just told him I was going to sit there until I got

ready to get off.

Somehow he noticed an accent in my

speech and asked where I was from.

I told him Guyana,
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South America, and he backed off from the confrontati on
saying, "All right , but don ' t you ever come back here and
sit in the front seat again."

I didn ' t ride the streetcars

in Atlanta for the rest of the five years I was there.
don ' t know if I ' m corronuni cating my real feeli ng .

I

It was a

feeling--a horrible feeling--that I couldn ' t feel safe anywhere i n America .

That my very life might be taken .

There

was nothing that could be done to me that any of the white
people would be prosecuted for .

In other words , the members

of the majority culture--white people--had, t bta:l" control '
over me .

There was , for me and other bl acks, no redress ,

no appeal, and that was bad.
else .

But there was also something

I was no ··longer a col onial; I was not somewhat of

a participant in life .

If I could j ust wor k my way and

we could get r i d of t his phenomenon of discrimination and
degradation , I could eventually work my way where I could
be on the center stage of history .
as most people.

I had as much a chance

I realized we talked about Langston Hughes

who was being mentioned i n the newspapers not as a colonial ,
or a second- class mind necessarily,but as a prominent poet .
I remember discussing Colonel [Brigadier General Benjamin O. ]
Davis and we were talking about a man who was then the
highest- ranking black in the United States .krmy .

I knew a

man who was a Bishop of the African Methodist Episcopal Church,
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and also the Corrnnissioner of the Fire Department in Chicago.
I had this feeling that there was opportunity in the U. S .
and that one had a chance not to be a copy or an imitation
but to be the real thing.

It was a good feeling that the

products didn ' t have to be imported to be good and that the
knowledge that I got would be judged on the basis of its
worth , right there in the arena that was the rrost prominent
in the world.

This was one good feeling that went with

all the bad feelings involved in the change.

What also

happened was the fact that I landed in America. in the midst
of the rrost severe depression.
not a good year.

Ni neteen thirty-five was

There were people out of work and there

was a lot of hostility .

There was a lot of frustration.

There were people who were arguing that the system had
failed and maybe our best bet would be to go socialist,
become Communists , since 'Capitalism was not working.
According to this argument, the frontiers had been conquered-the physical frontiers --and that without the physical frontiers, the system was through.
too much .

People just didn't have

Jobs were difficult to get, and there was a general

feeling of misery and the loss of hope .

At that time, rrost

of us thought that but for the grace of [President] Franklin
D. Roosevelt, things would be even worse.
Roosevelt became a great father figure .

As

a result,

Right in the midst
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of that, World War II started in 19 39 and that certainly
changed things around.

But then here I was faced with the

certainty of risking my life for what I wasn ' t too sure .

I

knew on one hand that what Hitler was doing was intolerable
and I knew I should be opposed to that even to the point of
risking my life in a war .

At the same time, I was thinking

that if I returned would I have to face the KKK [ Ku Klux
Klan]? What was the real difference as far as the individual black person was concerned? To be killed by storm
troopers in an effort to prevent from being taken over by
the Nazis , or to be killed by the Ku Klux Klan because you
were an "uppity nigger" ?

That was a time of great soul

searching, and of great decisions and a lot of anguish .
It was quickly resolved, however, because I felt that the
menace of Nazism far outweighed any other threat and because I had a feel ing that there were people in the United
St ates who , once alerted , would act to eliminate such negative forces as the KKK.

I sort of gambled on the fact that

the good people were ready to rid themselves of this
anachronism which was the,\Jim CrDw situation of the South.
I love to t ell people that I gambled for the American citizenship that I gained as a result of my service in World
War II .

I said I gambled because I was already a British

subject, had an opportunity to be, if I wanted to, a citizen
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of France , and since Guyana1: i s now an independent republic,
I have the opportunity to be a citizen of the Republic of
Guyana.

But I opted for America and I opted for America

really wi th hope, with faith .

Not that America was what I

wanted but that it had the potentiality to be, that I had
the opportunity to work and try to make it what it should
be.

Something like I think Langston Hughes said, "Let

America be America again • • • •
to me ."

America was never America

So there was a lot of idealism, a lot of thought

that went into the decision.

But I did make the choice to

come back to America and to remain as a citizen with the
idea of pledging myself to work to make my adopted country,
live up to its derrocratic idea and promises.
service and spent three years there.
a Bronze Star.

I went to the

I was decorated with

I was involved in five major battle campaigns.

I served with the Third Army under General [George] Patton.
In Europe, because I spoke French and German, I got some
pretty good experiences as well as assignments as interpreter for the quartenna.ster troops of the Third U.S . Army.
I became the personnel sergeant major for the battalion.
On

i':

the whole I felt that it was a very positive experience.

In 1966 , British Guiana became Guyana.
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I contrast this with what ' s going on with the poor fellows
coming back from Vietnam, and I feel sorry for them.

I

think nobody realizes whether we were right or wrong to
go to the Vietnamese enterprise .
those fellows there.

The fact is that we sent

They,went i n.obedience to the desire of

their country, and for them to corre back and for people to
look at them as if they were guilty of some wrong for
goi ng , • • •

I sympathize with those who didn't go out of

conscience ' s sake but I'm talking about sorrething different .
I think to those that went, we ought to say , "It might have
been the wrong war at the wrong tirre , but let us give you
credit for doing what we asked you to do.

If [there was]

any wrongdoing, we were wrong.

We-- my generation--

Not you. "

came back to parades and accolades et cetera and also to the
desire that we would not return to the situation that existed
prewar.

There was a determined effort on our part to make

sure that we didn ' t go back to the prewar South.
P:

Dr . Talbot, you bring out so many interesting points.

might interjeQt just one question here?

If I

I 'm not exactly

[sure] how to phrase it because I ' m going to draw on several
things you indicated .

Point one, I would begin with the

fact that you make a staterrent [ that] you arrived on the
shores of the United States in about the year 1935 in an area
that you described as a Jim Crow Georg±a.

Given the experiences
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of which you allude , in fact, a very negative- type of experiences in the 1935 period there, not just in terms of the
prublerns, if you will , of man ' s view of other men in terms
of racial differences that you perceived to exist.

But you

talked about arriving in the United States at a very critical period in the history of this country too , the history
of the depression and the struggles people were going thruugh
at that point of time.

But yet even given the negativism of

these two things in which someone like myself, I could not
appreciate them other than thruugh the experiences shared
verbally such as individuals of yourself and maybe my grandparents.

But yet you indicate that even while people were

experiencing a loss of faith during this tremendous down
peri od and economic vicissitudes as such , we were in a down
peri od and the loss of faith that the Americans were experiencing
and black: people in particular.

As we look at t he pecking

order and the hierarchy of things , if someone has something
in a period'Of time where we ' re going down and even that little something they ' re going to have will be taken frum
them , and yet, given all of that, you ' re indicating that
you had faith in the system that existed here and the ideals
of derrocracy such that you committed yourself to serve in
the U.S . military when you weren ' t even required to do so.
Taking all of this and trying to sum up a question , brings
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us m3.ybe into a period of the experiences you had in the
military which you indicate in retrospect were fairly positive.
What was it like--if you might share with us--the experience
of a black

ffi3.n

in the U. S. military in the late 1930 1 s or

early 1940 1 s actually when we introduced ourselves into the
World War II conflict?

What was it like for a black ffi3.n in

the U.S . military in the early 1940 1 s?
T:

That ' s an interesting question.
would take a book.
lost.

As a matter of fact, it

And I did writ e

a

book on it which I

I wrote a book called Asterisk Denotes.

And the

reason I said Asterisk Denotes was because every time the
military woul d list personnel , they would put an asterisk .
beside the name of the black personnel and at the bottom
they would footnot e it with "Asterisk denotes colored
personnel. "

So I did write .

I think I completed about

three hundred pages of my experiences in terms that would
have answered your question quite adequately.

Unfortunately ,

the day we were leaving the staging area and I packed my
belongings , I , as personnel sergeant m3.jor of the battalion,
was called upon to make some arrangements.

I told one of

the other sergeants to bring this little bag with him when
he came on board because I would meet them in the col11ffi3.nd
car later.

When we met I discovered that he had forgotten

it, and it was left over in France.

I couldn ' t bring myself
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to do it all over .

But it was in a way a very different

situation from Vietnam.

In the first pl ace , we were there

because we wanted to save the world from the Hitler menace.
I think we had to make the decision , those of us who were
black , that America was the lesser of two evils in a way ,
the way that they were treating blacks.
the ·worse of the two evils.
that was called battle royal.

Hitler was definitely

In Georgia there was a sport
In this tournament, people

of varying sizes were put into the ring and would be rrade
to fight .

They' d give the prize to the person who survived

all of that .

Usually what would happen would be that every-

body would go and fight and defeat the biggest guy.
knock him off.
baddest. "

He was the biggest and , as they say, "The

Everybody would combine to knock off the "baddest,"

meanest fel low.
royal.

They ' d

Well , we felt that WW II might be a battle

We'd have to fight Hitler first .

so we ' d go to war and give it our best .

He was the worse
It was very dif-

ficult though even while we were doing that to constantly
hear our colleagues who were white say things like , "Wait
till this is over .

We ' ll get you.

We will put you back in

your. place. " . Or fG:>r example , . in England once , two of my
officers--warrant officers--who were black , were visiting
with some English women , and some enlisted men from one
of the divisions saw them wal king with these girls and
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formed what was almost a lynch rrob and ran them out of town.
By the time they got to our camp, word had come up there
and some of our people were .Y'eady to go fight.

And

officers were saying, "No , no , no, that ' s not the way."
girls were sayi ng t hat too.

The

We had a lot of humiliating

experiences during the war but every now and then we ' d run
across some people who felt like us that we were fighting
the first stage of a war for liru:rran dignity.

A lot of white

people pl edged to the ideal of human rights would encourage
us.

I remember one occasion in particular.

During the

Battle of the Bulge there was an infantryman--a white fellow-who went walking straight into the enemy' s area .

We called

to him but because we were black , he didn 't want to listen
to us.

Finally two <5f our m~n went and literally grabbed

him and brought him back.

We took him and showed him the

map and he realized that we had saved hi s life.

Well,

he couldn' t get back to his own outfit and he had to. stay
in our camp for two or three weeks .

In those days , as you

well know , all military mai l was censored.

The censor signed

his name and justified the censorship under the .pretense
that this action was to guarantee that no military secrets
were betrayed .

I have the feeling that we didn ' t know too

many secrets to betray.

One day the captain called us

together and said, "I ' m not supposed to do this, but I ' m
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going to do it ." He told us that our young "captive, " from
Mississippi , had written to his wife and had talked about
his feelings for blacks.

After reminding her of the fact t hat

he had previousl y held the traditional Missi?si ppi attitudes
that blacks were subhuman, etc ; he-went on to say that , "I ' ve
been here two weeks and I have noticed some thi ngs t hat I
had never had t he opportunity of observing before ."

He

said, "My feeling about them not being clean, not being
intelligent , and those things are wrong .
my

I have ITB.de up

mind--you wouldn ' t believe this--but when I come home,

I will enlist in any effort that would give these people the
dignity that they deserve ."

Every now and then you ran

across something like that--an oasis .

It, · however, was sti ll

a fact that you felt freer sometimes even associating with
the liberated Germans than you did with your own American
people because rrost white Americans had this vicious disease , this negative racist attitude that is prevalent even
today in America.
a new freedom.

I was in Canada the other day and I felt

As soon as I came back stateside , there

returned the feeling that there were parameters of restriction that inhibited you because of your color .

I had other

experiences but on the whole , as I said, I think it was a
positive experience for us.

I think the fight to defeat

Hitler was worth it because we were fighting abroad in
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preparation for the fight at home .

As a result, when we

came back, many of us were determimed along with many people
of goodwill across ethnic lines , that if Hitler didn' t
win in Germany , he definitely wolilldn ' t win here .

I think

that was the real genesis of the ci vil r i ghts rrDvement .
After all , we came back in 1945 , and in 1948 [ Senator] .Htiliert
Hwnphrey made the farrDus Civil Rights speech at the
[DerrDcratic Nationa l Convention ] .
t ion aft er the end of World War II.

That was the first convenSo I think that our

participation in World Wttr II is an impet us .

It should be

noted that six years after Hwnphrey ' s speech, there was
the Supreme Court ' s decision [Brown vs . the Topeka Board of
Education] so I have a feeling that what we fought for
gave some impetus to the rrDvements that the Fifties and the
Sixties produced.

As I look back- - maybe you have a ten-

dency to look back at the past and paint it in tints of
mauve and purpl e ; everythi ng seems so good, you know .
does that to you .

MerrDry

It extracts very often from all these

unpleasant examples and just makes them t he good old pas½.
As I look back , I think it was worthwhile .

I think I made

a good decision and a good gambl e .
P:

That would be consistent with your stat ement prior in which-I would be swmmrizing and certainly not going to do quite
the justice to it that I should in terms of what you meant.
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But you thought that you could JIBke some sort of contributions to changes which you perceived would be occurri ng
in t he United States , building then your life on the potential of a country in essence .

What would JIBke a young black

man who grew up in another part of the world, and again ,
kind of transplanted in a Southern state named Georgia
which epitomized in some fashion, I think--I don ' t mean t o
put words in your rrouth ·:but I think you were suggesting-epitomized the things that you would not want the United
States to stand for.

. ?

Yet you're suggesting here that

you would take a chance that the country would reach out to
tap the potential of a derrocracy .

What made you feel that

you would even be able to contribute to this potential?
You alrrost have a feeling of suggesting , at least to me,
that on the one hand, there ' s a feeling of fatalism but
on the other hand, the fee ling that you can control the
situation and generate a ·new manifest destiny as such.
Tape I , Side B.
T:

Well, Dr . Peck, that ' s a very interesting question.

I think

it ' s so complicated that probably I ' ll provide a complicated
answer.

In the first place, you remember I said something

about being a part of the colonial system, and the colonial
.system communicates helplessness.
center stage.

You' re away from the

You ' re away from the place where things
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happen.

You' re second-rate.

It's a sideshow and whatever

happens is not really meaningful .

At least America was

center stage, and if you were going to IIBk:e any waves, you
had a much better chance IIBk:ing it center stage than--and
I know I ' m mixing my metaphors--by IIBk:ing it in some sideshow.

In the first place, you had a greater chance to

gain attention.
opportunity.

The second thing was that America meant

Even for the black person coming from South

America, this was the land of opportunity .

It was a place

where you had an opportunity to achieve in educational areas.
I went to college here because we didn ' t have an equivalent
college in Guyana.

If I could have worked my way through

college, which I could not have done in England, I would
have had the opportunity to complete my education in
Europe.

America gave me the opportunity to continue until

eventually I earned a doctor ' s degree.
opportunity here .
be made.

You see, there was

Comparatively, there was also rroney to

Even though in comparing the two places one might

find very many negative factors in the American experience,
it was also true that America was a magnet that just drew
people from all over the world because despite these negative things it was a place of opportunity.
you had opportunity for economic development .
opportunity for political development.

In America
There was

One could see flashes
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of what one could be and we were imbued with a feeling that
we could ID3.ke it be.
The third thing

That was where faith and hope came in.

is that I attended an all- black university

complex, Atlanta University in Georgia, and found there on
the faculty and in the student body some of the best minds
in America.

The university faculty corrununi cated to us that

we would be change agents, that we were important, that our
dreams for the world and for ourselves were possible.

The

burden of their lectures and their behavior was, "We can
change America, and you can play a major part in the change ."
I guess they hypnotized us into a feeling that despite all
of the horrors of the time-- and they constantly recited
litanies of circumstances that were horrible--we were destined
to win America' s second revolution.

Tuskeegee [Institute]

published every year the number of lynchings in great detail .

The Pittsburg Courier provided detailed documentation.

Never-

theless, t he black leaders speaking for us said, "We belong
here in America; we are going to stay here; and we have a
chance to win. "

That was the main thing, that we have the

It might have been

opportunity to really change things .

blind faith but that was the atmosphere that permeated the
environment in Atlanta University.

I must say that Atlanta

also was not a typical southern town.
but Atlanta was not .

Georgia was typical,

Atlanta provided the best conditions
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i f you're going to have Jim CrDw because it was segregated

As a result,

along the separate and aJ.Jrost equal rrodel .
there were some advantages for black people.
were expected to meet black people's needs .
educational opportunities .

As I said , I met

poets, scientists, people who had

achieved,especially in the educational area.
people who were mil lionaires:
Yates .

There were

All the best things of the

segregated system were there in Atlanta.
some of the best minds:

Black people

I met some

J.B . Blatton, Milton,

Herndon gave a whole big stadium to my university.

I could see that there was economic opportunity which didn ' t ~xist
[either place].

Although that. plight of the black man ·was bad in

America, it: was in a way worse in other places because
there was little attempt at any united effort to change
it.

So although there was trouble involved, I felt--and

lots of us did- -that the chances of dignified survival
was better than 50-50 .

l'breover, we felt that we had a

chance to win and we were willing to take that chance.

It

took a lot of faith in, to a certain extent, the statements
of the founding fathers, and the fact that there existed in
this system a contract for derrocracy and there was some movement towards its fulfillment that rrade !I'any of us, as I say,
gamble.

And I hope we are winning.

we are winning .

I don ' t know .

I hope

Sometimes I think we are and sometimes I ' m
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not so sure .

I think: what I ' m talking about is something

else that I ' ve learned .

I belong to a branch of the Methodist

church called African Methodist Episcopal Church.
founded i n 1789 .

It was

It was founded i n protest against an

attempted segregation in the St. George ' s Methodi st Church
i n Philadelphia.

These black members belonged there and

they were suddenly assigned to the balcony of the church
during the service--an assi gnment which they resi sted.

But

the point I ' m trying to rral<:e is that as you read their
declarat ion--t he principles of the founding of the church-they parall e l ed the Declaration of Independence .

And i f

you remember , 1789 was a time there was much·talk about the
American Constitution.

So these words of freedom and the

rights of human beings and all these things affected these
ex- slaves .

They real ized they had farther to travel to

attain it but they were determined then that they were
going to rrove towards that goal and hoped to some day get
to the place where these things applied to them.

It was a

l and of opportunity in the sense that there were rest rictions, but there was also a gambler ' s chance .

That ' s what

I felt about America, that t here was a gambler ' s chance .

Of

all the countries in t he world--ITBybe not ·.f or me personally
because I think: I could have ITBde it as well in England or
i n France as an individual, but i f you' re talking about--and
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I am from a family of missionaries so I had been reared on
the ideals of service to hl..lJlEility and that sort of thing-if you ' re talking about changing things for the corronon· good~
I thought the place was America~

I know that my experiences,

subsequent experiences, certainly validated that faith .
P:

Let me, if I might, use your later statement as a lead- in
for another question i n terms of a [unclear] way back, before
we even started in essence, something about your background .
You indicated that you're from a family of missionaries .
Has this been an overriding factor in your life, the religious
attachment that you hold with your family?

T:

Maybe even rrore than religious attachment, a tradition of
service.

I have been told that my maternal great-grandfather,

or it might have been her great- great-grandfather, was the
son of a chief, of the Ibo tribe of Africa, Nigeria, who
with a hunting party was captured and sold into slavery.
[I am told) that when they finally got them to Guyana, his
associates refused to take orders from anybody but him [and]
that he then was treated as something like an overseer.\

He

was responsibl e for the wel fare of his men and that it was a
sort of nonslavery/slavery situation.
this is authentic .
medical areas .

I ' m pretty sure that

His son was a pharmacist and served

He was more than a pharmacist .

thing between a pharmacist and a physician.

He was some-

He was a paramedic
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of a very high degree because he was the only medical personnel on this large island .
dectomies to extractions .

He did everything from appen-

But the thing about it was every-

body around there felt that he did it rrost of all for service.
He made a lot of rroney but even rrore than that he was of
service to his communi ty.

At the time that

he was funeralized,

three services were held:

one Hindu, one Moslem,and finally

a Christian service because all these people who lived there
looked to him as not representative of the Christian religion,
but just someone who had served the entire cornmunity . 'My
father came from the same sort of background.

Maybe I can

document even better in listing some of the areas in which
at the present time my relatives serve.

I have a first

cousin who has served as an ambassador to the United
States;

He i s High Commissioner from Guyana to Jamaica,

ar-i.d he ' s also a bi shop in -the Met homist .church,
cousin who i s a namesake.

His name is I::l:lvid too .

I::l:lvid Abner ; I ' m I::l:lvid Arlington.

I have another
His is

But when last heard from,

he was in house arrest in Ethiopia because he was a trusted
adviser to Haile Selassie and had served as Minister of
Education, as secretary--private secretary--to the Emperor .
That sort of thing.

I have another cousin who is just

reti red from serving as the Secret ary of Health for Guyana
and is going to work with the World Health Organization.

I
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have a brother who serves as vice president of Texas State
Technical Institute and that sort of thing.

Another brother

was a minister who was well- trained in the U. S. and went
back to Guyana to work for alrrost nothing because of this

tradition of service.

He died in 1965.

I did quite well

in 1951 as a salesma.n in New York City, and consonant with
that tradition, I left there and went to work at a sma.11
college in Arkansas ma.king $2,025 a year--a church coll ege.
In keepi ng wi th this whole tradition, family tradition of
service, my uncle was a priest in Pi newood, South Carolina,
and who died last year at ninety-four, wouldn ' t leave the
community because they didn' t have a priest .
ninety-third year [he] was giving service .

Up to his
So it ' s a tra~

dition that my family has observed in terms of preparation
and service.
P:

Initially you didn ' t really have the thoughts of service so
much in your mirid, did you?

Let me key in on a couple of

words that I consider to be significant .

You talk about a

land of opportunity on several occasions, and the key word
here is opportunity .
"roney ."

You talked about or you used the word

To any person wanting to get ahead in life, to

have opportunity , roney is a very important factor obviously .
You shared with me some time in the past a very interesting
story in terms of the leap forward from a ronied situation
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int o a non- rronied situation which you just made reference to,
and that was taking an academic position in Arkansas.

Could

we lead back a little bit , go back, if you will, t o the
situati on where you said you were working in sales? Would
you descr ibe how you got into t hat and what led you tnen
from--kind of the transition from that to Arkansas?
T:

I guess there was always the dichotomy.

I guess there was

on t he one hand the fact that I knew that the family would
expect me to serve .

When I was talking about opportunity ,

I didn ' t only ·mean personal opportunity.

I meant a service

sort of opportunity, of contributing to the welfare of
blacks and of all human beings .
what I was talking about .

That is consistent with

But I did feel . . . .

Because

at times we were denied some of the victory because of
lack of money.

I felt that my father ' s fight was not

effective enough because he did not have the economic
base for it .

I did feel at one time that what I should do

would be to get myself comfortable economicall y and then I
could have rrore independence .
worker.

So I left a job as a social

See, I had worked for six years as a social

worker in New York City, and much to my wife ' s displeasure
because I think she comes from the same sort of family,
I sai d, "You know , I ' m going to rrake some rroney.
to see. "

I ' m going

I went to a firm and I started selling vacuum
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cleaners .

I found out I was a tremendous salesman .

I

could use all the talents that I had developed for service .
I could use them for sales.

I just sold up a storm.

matter of fact, I made about fifteen thousand dollars

As a
in

1951 which at that time was considered a good lot of money.
I thought I was really moving towards this goal .

I think

that at that particular time I forgot this whole idea--or
I postponed it--of service.

I was going to get us econom-

ically competent in good shape .

I really believed, now that

I come to think about it, that at least temporarily in my
mind this became the Glesjjred goal:

economic independence .

Well , my father visited at that time, and I remember buying
a new car.

I said to my wife, "My father and mother are here .

I might not have the time to take them around as I would
want to.
at night.

Why don ' t you take them around?

I ' ll see them

We ' 11 sit dovm and talk, but I ' ve got to make

some sales . "

I thought this would impress my father .

I

talked to him one night and I asked him how was I doing.
He said, "Do you want me to tell the truth?"
that ' s what I always look to you for. "
but he said, "I'll tell you what.
to be a minister."

I said, "Yes,

He didn ' t berate me

You were really trained

He continued, " I know you don ' t want to

do that but at least you were trained to be a teacher.

If

you really want to do what you ' re supposed to do and get the
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success you ' re seeking , why don ' t you write to some colleges?
Give them your credentials.
said.

They need your training, 11 he

''But the college that offers you the smallest salary,

take that job because they need you rrost . 11

I think I have

told you the other day that I was humoring him because I
was sure that Phyllis , my wife , wouldn I t buy that .
said , "Okay. 11

We sent the credentials off.

So I

As I said ,

Shorter College in North Little Rock was the school that won
t he contest because they offered such a fantastically low
salary.

I happened. not to have been home when the letter

came ; and in my family it was all right for Dad to open
our mail especially since he knew what it was all about .
He opened the letter and since I had indicated to him that
I would follow his instructions and advice , he thought it
would be okay to answer for me .
that I would accept the job.
I was furious .

So he wrote and told them

When I came home from vacation,

But I made one error.

Instead of standing

up like a man and saying , "I ' m not going to do it, " I tried
to hide behind my wife ' s skirts .

I said , "It would be all

right for me , but you know my wife is not necessarily involved
in this tradition.

She's an Ameri can gi rl, and she ' d never

consent ." To which Father suggested, "Why don ' t you call
her and see?"

And when we called her , her words were , " I ' d

go wherever you would go ," and so I was kind of trapped into
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making an excellent decision for my life.
that my life started having meaning.
traditi on of t he family .
expecting to receive .

Because after

I was back into t he

I was giving more than I was

I could see some opportunities that

I was making for others , and it really made sense then .
have tried to communicate t hat t o my children .
extent maybe t hey' ve bought i t.

I

To some

It ' s not easy to buy, but

I think they are beginning to understand.

I was talking

to both of the two elder children , and they ' re coming to
the same conclusion.

One is a l awyer and he ' s saying that

he di dn ' t think he was going into private practice right
away; or if he did go into private practi ce , it would beworking with some firm that would help the poor get their
rights .

The other one went int o business.

He played pro-

fessional football and then he stayed in Canada as an insurance salesman .

He ' s talking about , you know , "I just don ' t

sell insurance ," he says , "because I want to make a dollar.
I refuse to sell some people certain types of insurance, "
he says , "because they don ' t need it and if I forced it on
them t hat would be exploitation on my part ," and that sort
of thing.

So I think it ' s happening with them too , but I

realize that following Father' s advice was the turning point
of my l ife .

That gave my life meaning.

some of my friends still tease me .

Even to this day

[They] say that whil e
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I was selling, our friendship was severel y challenged , I
mean, threatened because they said I did not "waste" time
with them if they didn ' t buy my product.
I don ' t have time . "

I would say , "Oh,

I saw them in terms of the $40 com-

mission that I would get for selling the product .

So that's

why I think in a way when I talked about being close to the
seat of power and opportunity, I think you ' re right .
of it was personal opportunity .

Part

Part of it was economic .

Part of it was independence that would come from having theassurance that I was financially, economically sound.

But

I ' m also certain that part of it, right close behind that,
was once I obtained that position, then I would resume

my

fight to bring services and freedom and justice to people.
P:

·-

With that type of ideas and se~ of goals for ·yourself,
would you share with us some of your initial experiences in
the academic arena?

T:

Well, I first taught in Morris Br-own, [College] .; a very interesting set of circumstances is involved.

I had majored in

English and mathematics, and the mathematics professor was
going off to get the doctor ' s degree .

He had some col-

leagues on his faculty but didn ' t want to leave them in
charge of his department .

So here was I with a bachelor ' s

being asked to act as head of the math depa.rtffi=nt .
was my first experience .

That

I was acting head of the math
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department and had people who had taught me for whom I was
an administrator.
out his orders .

I really was irore of a clerk carrying
They were nice.

didn ' t act as if I was boss .
a facilitator.
style .

We got along fine.

I was not .

I

I acted irore as

I think that gave me my administrative

It really made it easier for them to do things--

easier than when the head was there .

Then I dropped out

from teaching and got back to the classroom in Arkansas .
Here was again an ideal situation •also at Shorter.
did need me terribly .

They

I had had a degree in English.

also had one in vocational guidance.
to be anything I wanted to be.

I

They just allowed me

I was the Dean of Students.

I was head of the English Department .

Oh , I did anything .

Any experiment I wanted , they allowed me to do and I did
that for five years.

Fortunately some of the things , be-

cause of the training that I had, turned out to be good
programs t hat attracted the attention of the people at the
University of Arkansas at Pine Bluff where I went afterwards .

1

~At UAPB I was in the real arena because now there

was a lot of competition and the usual politics and jealousies
of academe .
with . . . .

I stayed clear of those .

I took the position

Well , I had the feeling all the time that I

could always go back to New York and make money.

So I had

sort of a security, a sense of security, that I really did
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not have to go down and scrap with these people for power;
and I didn ' t try for power.

I never did .

I never will

forget, the president sent for me one day and said--he called
me Brother Dave--"Brother Dave , I ' m losing my Dean of Students .
He ' s going some place else, and I ' ve been thinking.
been looking for a new one .
Dean of Students. "
narian?

I ' d like for you to be my

I said, "Me?

Structured?

I've

Dean of Students? Discipli-

You ' re talking about somebody else ."

He said, "No , those are the characteristi cs that I think
that we ' ll need.

These are the 1960 1 s , and ," he says , "you

know , you articulated .m:::>re than anybody I know the feeling
that the black students have with regards to the system._.
You ' ve warned us that there will be sort of an explosi on and
there will be very difficult times , especially for us who ,
after all , are agents of the system . . We need somebody like
you to work with us too. 11

I made a bargain with him.

said, "Well, I don' t t hink it will work.
on one condition .

I

I will do this

If I don ' t do well and you have to fire

me , fire me because I 'm not a good administrator.

Don ' t

fire me because I ' m a failure because I think I ' m a good
teacher.

But you asked me to leave the classroom.

You

asked me to leave an associate job with t he Dean of Students,
which was on the creative side, to do this job .
know that I can do it .

I want you to be fair.

I don ' t
If I can ' t
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do it , don I t grumble or anything.

Just come straight to me

as you have now and say, ' Brother Dave, I don ' t think this
experiment is working but I ' ve got a classroom for you. 1 11
So he said , "All right , fair enough."
right because in 1960

He and I were both

the sit- ins started right after I

became Dean of Students.

I was there until 1968 , and we

went through all sorts of things .

Yes .

Well, I was able ,

in the first place, to articulate the students ' points of
view to the administrative council.
was not anything that I sought .
hire staff, to initiate programs .

I got power but it

I got an opportunity to
I worked well with the

students, and the students trusted me .
tion trusted me .
to tease me .

The administra-

So eventually- -one of my colleagues used

He said, "You ' ve got so much power I ' m going

to make you president so we can take some of it away from
you."

I took it as a compliment because if I did have power

it was because I didn ' t know that I had it.
for it.

I didn ' t strive

I just happened to be a sort of a channel through

which the administration and students worked in order to
get some things done .

Well, we moved and we had a minimum

of the upheavals that other schools were having.
fight ourselves .

l;Je didn ' t

It was a very, very difficult situation

to be a black administrator of a state college when the
state laws said that the things that the black students
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were doing are unlawful .

At the same time, as a black you

had to say to the students , "These are your rights ."

You

wanted and needed the respect and trust of your students
and yet at times as an administrator , you had an obligation
to the state and to the institution.

I frequently

identified myself with the students .

They were fighting

for rights which belonged to all Americans and as often as
I could I backed them , sometimes regardless of the consequences .

I remember , for exampl e , my participation in a

famous case in Arkansas called the Doll arway case .

The

school district of Dollarway , which was contiguous to
Pine Bluff , tried to prevent some of the black students
from i ntegrating the public school system.

I was called

as an expert witness .
Tape II, Side A.
T:

Not only was I called as an expert witness but I was called
as an expert witness by the National Association for__the
Advancement of Colored People , the NAACP , and that term
was an anathema to Arkansawyers at that time .

It was listed

as one of the subversive organizations , and state employees
were forced to sign a document stating that they were not
members of such organizations .
was I, Dean of Students .
Students . then .

I refused to sign.

Here

No, I was Associate Dean of

Associate De an of Students , Associate
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Professor of English and not only had I not done what thegovernment and legisl ature had deJ:1aJ1ded but now I was identifying myself, if I testified, as being a part of this
suit that was trying to subvert the law of the soverei gn
State of Arkansas--laws which procl aimed that the school
would not be int egrated.

But there was no hesitation on

my part .

I knew what I had to do .

testify.

I said , "Under one condition, that you subpoena

me.

They asked me would I

If the court says I have to, then I will ."

did ; I went ; I gave testimony.

They

The judge complimented

t he testimony and suggested to the school board that they
use me as a consultant to bring about the ordered changes .
But on campus , things were not so good .

When the contracts

were issued for the ensuing year , mine was missing.
not offered a contract .

I was

My wife , who was working there, got

a contract but i t was deliberately messed up so that she
was making less than the previous year despite a five
percent increase .
to leave .

The whole idea was to force both of us

Fortunately-- or unfortunately as some might add--

we were able to defeat that .

But see , the students saw

me take that position , saw me take that stand.
said, "Hey , you can' t blow these buildinr:s down .
let you ," or "I ' m going to do

my

So when I
I wouldn ' t

damndest · to stop you ,

frorn doing so- and- so- and- so because it ' s detrimental ," they
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considered me as being rather authentic because I had put
my neck out there.

I remember when the president reached

the conclusion that he was going to suspend some of the
students for sitting- in and he called the administrative
council together.
decision .

I ' ve rrade a decision of my own ," and he told us

what it was .
him.

He said, "I didn ' t ask you for your

After he went to his office, I asked to see

As I walked into his office I said, "Prexy ," and he

said, "I knew you were going to come. "

I said , "I'm not

coming to say that you shouldn ' t do what you did.
a decision you had to make.

That ' s

But I'm your chief disci-

plinarian here and I just wanted to tell you that I have
thought a long, long time about what I would do if things
ever came to this pass and I've made my decision .
sion is that I can' t do that .
appoint anybody else .

I will resign, and you can

If you can just give me that class-

room again , it will be all right with me .
just can ' t do that. "
pated that .
what you do.

My deci-

But, Prexy, I

He said, "BrDther Dave, I antici-

I don ' t want you to resign .

I ' ll tell you

You name me somebody in your office that

could handle that particular thing and you go ahead and do
the rest of your work."

The students knew that then I had

put my job , my prestige, on the line in terms of what I
felt my principles were.

As a result, I generated a lot of
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respect from them and when the difficult times came, we
could sit down and talk about them with mutuhl respect
knowing that we were al l seeking the same goals.

As I

said, I got power from that , I guess , because the students
respected me , the administration knew where I stood and
respected me.
opportunity.

When people trust you , they give you
Because that ' s all that power is , the oppor-

tunity to be able to affect change .
P:

Dr. Talbot , what brought you to East Texas State University?

T:

I knew that was coming.

[Laughter]

I me t £or.mer

President [D. Whitney] Halladay at Columbia [University]
years and years a go .although I did not know him well at
that time .

Then we found ourselves together in Arkansas .

He was DeanlofStudents at the University of Arkansas and
I was dean at what is now the University of Arkansas at
Pine Bluff.

We worked together in the Arkansas Personnel

and Guidance Association.

I did not take my doctorate at

Columbia, again for personal reasons.
I wasn ' t ready for a doctorate .
then .

I just felt that

I didn ' t want to do it

I didn ' t want to do it until, as I told my wife,

I had reached "the top of my profession."

So after I

became Dean•0f Students , which was a position that reported
directly to the president, I said to my wife, "I think I ' m
ready for the doctorate. "

I went to the University
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of Arkansas.

I did an internship in Dr. Halladay ' s office ,·

and he taught me some courses .

When he came here, he came

with the realization that eventually the faculty would have
to integrate.

Then Martin Luther King was assassinated .

The few black students here became very restive , and they
demanded t hat black faculty be hired.
of another coi ncidence that occurred .

I ' m smiling because
My second son , Jim ,

had been playing high school football .

One of the E. T.

coaches in recruiting had seen a film of one of his games
and had been impressed by his ability to block .

Even-

tually they offered him a football scholarship at East
Dr. Halladay heard that Jim

Texas State University.

was coming to visit, and he called me on the phone and
asked me whether I was going to accompany Jim up .

When I

indi cated that I intended to, he invited me ~o come up to
visit him while there .

He informed me that he had talked

to the dean of the College of Education.

They were won-

dering whether I would come and look the campus over to see
if "we liked each other."
black faculty member."

"Maybe you could be our first

I replied , "No way .

AM&N . and I really don ' t want to leave ."

I ' m happy at

Of course , you

realize this was in 1968 sometime after April because it
was immediately after the assassination of Martin Luther
King .

Well, I did come to bring Jim.

My wife came too.
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I was interviewed by Dean [William] Truax .

I was tremendously

impressed. by the department, by Dr. [John] McQueary and my
prospective colleagues in the Student Personnel and Guidance
Department.

It was an impressive faculty:

Dr. [Everette]

Erb, Dr. [R. Paul] Johnson, Dr. [William] Troth, Dr. [Harold]
Murphy, Dr. [Ruth Ann] White .

I was tr-emendously impressed

with the quality of the program--Student Personnel and
Guidance Program--at East Texas State .

Then I saw what is

now the Education Media and Technol ogy [Deparbnent] - -we
used to call it the A. V. [Audio-Visual Deparbnent] in those
days-- and the attitude there of cooperation in terms of providing resources for teaching, you know, in terms of films
and opportunity to use TV and that sort of thing also
impressed me greatly .

The library did too .

But the thing

that impressed me most and that changed my decision was that
I met with some black students who found out that I had an
opportunity to work here as a member of the faculty .

One

student , his name was Don, [said] , "We really need you.
Please come ."

I said , "I don ' t think I will. " He said,

"Really, we need you.
need you to come here ."

Think it over carefully .

We really

And as we were going back to

Arkansas in my mind I could just hear the black students
saying, "We really need you," and I could see that old ,
old black magic , that tradition coming back with my father ' s
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voice aJ.Jrost saying, "Hey son , go where you ' re needed ."
But I didn ' t make the decision right away.

My son , the

football player, didn ' t want me to come because he thought
he was leaving home , going off to college.

He saw our coming

to East Texas as interfering with his plans to liberate himself.

I promised him that if we did come, he wouldn ' t

have to live with us and wouldn ' t even have to visit us if
he didn ' t [want to].
lege.

He would be in reality away in col-

Parenthetically , what was amusing was that the

first Christmas after he came back--he lived on campus ; he
came back home from the campus--my wife just went through
a beautiful scene of welcoming him home from college
although he had j ust come by the house, borrowed the car
to JIDve his things .

But she had a sign , "Welcome Home,

Son" because we tri ed meticulously to make sure that he felt
that he had gone off to college, and it was just coincidence
t hat being off just happened to be about two miles down
t he road.

But eventually a lot of circumstances contrib-

uted to our decision to leave .

My feeling was that the dif-

ficult times of the sixties were over and some
political- oriented colleagues at UAPB were ±nying to
make thei r JIDVe and talking about my having too much power.
I felt that I should take a leave .
for two years .

I came here on leave

That was t he intention.

I thought I ' d come
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and wor k here and help improve t he situation for black
students--to serve as a sort of a symbol signifying that
the university was willing to seriously cater to t he needs
of the minority element in its popul ation .
I was expressing the missionary zeal.
thing did happen.

So here again

I came here and some-

The f i rst year that we were here my

wife had to have major surgery.

I tried to persuade her

to go back to Pine Bluff where we had friends and to have
the surgery done there .

But for some reason or other that

I can' t explain , she decided she was going to stay here .
She said if she went to Pine Bluff, I couldn' t see her as
often as possible .

That wasn ' t true because I was going

to stay with her until I could bring her back home anyhow.
But it was the response of the faculty at East Texas State
University to her situation that really sold me on even
considering remaining at East Texas State past the two
years .

On the negative side of that was the experience that

my son endured.

We arrived at Commerce in September, 1968,

on--I think it was--the sixth of September.

But it was

the very day that the Commerce Independent School District
had decided to unify t he system.

My son was in the seventh

grade , and suddenly for the first time the black students
were going to the seventh grade and what is now t he middle
school.

It was called the Junior High School.

He walked
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into school.

Not only did the black kids not know him,

which was bad enough--he was a stranger to them--but many
of my col leagues had instructed their children who were
in the same class to go and speak to him.

They said , "There

is a fellow who is going to be in your class .
Eric Talbot .

His name is

His daddy is one of our colleagues .

I want

you to go over and say , ' Eric , we ' re really glad to have
you here .'"

The best of intentions.

Great .

But when the

black kids saw this strange black fellow whom they didn ' t
know and some white boys and girls going over to him and
making him welcome , they became very annoyed with him.
He had to bear the brunt of a rather vicious s i tuation .
They put a lot of pressure on him.

He was an Uncle Tom.

His daddy was an Uncle Tom--all this pressure on a twelveyear old boy.

At that parti cular point of his life to

have to bear the brunt of that was terrible.

We didn ' t

realize how terrible it was until afterwards .

But we

realize now that it took a heavy toll on his personality .
Whatever happiness and joy we felt at being here , the
advantage of working in graduate work at the doctorate
level , of having students who were aJJrost your colleagues
in terms of intellectual development , was balanced by
son ' s plight .

my

If we had realized the intensity of the

battle that my son was fighting , the fierceness of the
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conflict in which he was engaged, we might have gone back:.
But he was too proud, too independent to ask for our help .
That ' s how we remained here .

This is our tenth year, and

on the whole, we feel that some progress has been made .
We had three hundred black: students when we came .
we have about eighteen hundred now.

I think

The next time probably

I could tell you some of the early experiences, stuff like
the first black: [homecoming] queen and the reaction to her.
The time that we tried to have interracial residence halls
to improve the racial climate on campus and some of the
things that occurred.

Maybe we could take that up the

next time .
P:

Dr. Talbot, you were the first black educator hired at

East Texas State University, to come into a predominant,
rather all white school.
at the time.

There were some black: students

But what was it like for the first Ph .D.

hired by East Texas State University to come in to take,
in a sense, what was deemed to be a very sensitive type
of position, the initial position?

What was it like for

Dr. D. Arlington Talbot to come into a predominantly

white institution?
T:

As I look back: in retrospect, it was really chall enging,

demanding, as well as exciting.

There were many challenges

that real ly caused us to use all of the resources we could
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muster because there were many changes that took place in
that move .

In the first place, I had been in administration.

I had been in a part , a vital part, of the decision- making
process and I had given that up.

I was to a certain extent

now at the whim and mercy of people I didn ' t know--I didn ' t
know if I could trust them--people who definitely were
betraying a rather naive approach to this very complicated
problem of race relations .

Many people were saying things

that we had to interpret and translate because we felt
that they were expressing goodwill but it didn't come out
exactly right .

It came out sometimes as patronization .

We had to take these things, sift them out , and try to
feel that there was a residue of goodwill, that they intended
them to be different from the way they really sounded.

I

remember one of my colleagues, reporting the effect of my
initial interview, said that the merchants in town had
asked him, "Where in the hell did you go to get a nigger
that talked like an Englishman?"

Of course , we laughed

about it because I think he was trying to be open, but I
don ' t know whether or not at that particular time we had
worked out the sort of a basis where I could really
chall enge his motive in relating these sentiments to me .
There was a little bit of a h:i_tt:e:rness Fhen we found out
those two things .

One is that when my wife was with some of
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the vice presidents ' wives and they were showing her places
that we might live , that in one particular place the
workmen had gotten themselves together , stopped working ,
and had formed a ring and said, "We ' re not going to let
these niggers live here ."

It was kind of painful to know--

and I kid about it--that before we moved into the house in:
which we are now living that there was sort of a vote
taken.

That somebody went and asked all of our neighbors

whether or not they ' d mind our living :there .

I guess the

vote might not have been unaninDus but the najority said,
okay, they would try this sort of experiment .

I joke about

it because I say to everybody that I am the chief of that
particular residence since I was the only elected resident
there .

But sometimes you have to take humor to disguise

and camouflage some of the pain in terms of being considered different, inferior, and it is especially painful
when you know they ' re really trying to be friendly and
trying hard to dispel the negative attitudes they have harbored about people of my particular race .

Yet some of the

actions could easily be construed as insulting and insipid
if you wanted to be sensitive.
to be sensitive .

My wife and I both chose not

Instead we tried hard to see these as

feeble gestures of friendliness and goodwill and to kind of
work on this and develop the growth of that goodwil l.

But
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at times it was sort of difficult .

We ' d use humor again .

We ' d laugh afterwards at the gauche remarks that might have
been made .

Then we learned how to use some way of kind of

mirroring back some of these things.

For example , I went

into a meeting once and I said that my fraternity is rather
excl usive and I had a great deal of difficulty in preventing them from whiteballing some student .

Or I said to

somebody , "If you don' t cease in that behavior , I ' ll have
to put you on

my

whitelist ."

Techniques like that .

They

were humorous but they ' re also intended to alert my colleagues to the fact that t here was some sort of growth
needed , some sort of sensitivity needed , and that I didn ' t
want t o be blended i nto the environment because I ' m not
blendable as far as color was concerned--culturally , I
could compete; intellectuall y I belonged--but I don ' t want
to blend.

I did not want to be an Afro- Saxon .

I didn ' t

want them to be too comfortable with me because I was
afraid they would say that we have our black and I like
t hat black so I could like all blacks if . •

And in

this way , they would get rid of some of the--I don ' t want
to say guilt--but the necessity for theB to grow and
develop in a more positive way and to get in touch with
their r-eal feelings about hlack peopl e.
the things that kept bothering both

my

That

s!clf>

one of

wife and me, that
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we were not being kind of tokens .
became very angry.

I remember one time I

That was an occasion, I think it was

in the fall of 1970, when there were very, very many vacancies
available in Student Affairs .

They were looking for some

directors of various agencies within the division.

After

they had invited the prospective candidates to the campus,
I was chagrined that t hey had not invited one black or one
Mexican- American or one Indian am::mg the ffi3Ily , many people
that they had call ed me to help interview.

Finally , the

new staff was hired , and the division went to a retreaiJ
at Texorna.

While there I just said to the group assembled

that I thought I would go back to Arkansas because I didn ' t
want to be a Judas goat.

I didn ' t want them to feel

that they had a black and that they ' d use me to keep other
blacks out .

I said , "At this day and time after you have

signed an affirmative action statement and formulated an
affirmative action program and you brought five or six new
people to campus and you did not even consider [hiri ng anyone of a minority] .

They agreed .

The person who di d the

hiring said, "You know , David, I hadn ' t even considered
that ." And that was painful.

This was a person that I

admired very much as a good f riend of mine.

But I felt

that I had even betrayed the United States in a way because
the United States was demanding affirmative action .

I felt
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definitely I had betrayed the blacks because I had allowed
peopl e to feel comfortable around me .

People had acdepted

Phyll is and me and congratulated themselves that they were
no longer prejudi ced.

They were comfortable with us and

still ed their consciences.

They patted themselves on their

backs and were satisfied with their token black.
never want ed to be a token.
I don't believe in tokenism.

And I have

I didn't come here to 'be a token .
I felt that maybe if I had

been more militant and more disagreeable I might have acted
more as a catalyst towards getting the campus more integrated
and more culturally pluralistic .

I started expressing it .

That was one occasion especially.

Well, I remember on one

occasion a black student was defending his dissertation .
No, it might have been taking his orals .

Yes, he was

doing his orals , and at that particular time I felt the
student was not doing well at all and was willing to vote
that the student take some extra courses.

But the chaiT-

rnan said as the student left the room , "Oh , he ' s a good old
boy .

You know , he ' s not going to talk too much.

bring any discredit to us.

He ' d never

He ' s been kind of obedient and

real ly easy to get along with ," and that sort of thing.

I

found myself in a dilerrnna because the other four people
voted yes , pass.

I didn ' t want to vote yes, pass.

I wanted

to say , "No,, he is not ready, but he can UTa.ke i t if he took
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some other courses and did some other assignments."

Then I

realized that if I said no , that it would be comnunicated to
him that he had passed but that the only person that ·11stood
in your way was your black brother ."

I had to choose between

that sort of communication which would have been damaging to
me , and what my professional conscience really told me .
voted yes but I hated myself for having to do that.

I

These

are some of the things that might describe the atirosphere
on campus .

I found that we were--I was--always conscious

t hat I was different. · Me were. different .

For example ,

I remember goi ng into the faculty entrance at registration.
I started in there (some other faculty members had preceded
me and , of course , I was the only black--the only minority-I think) .

But everybody passing in was not requested to

show identification .

When I tried to ent er, the student on

the door came and blocked my path saying to me, "You
aan 1t come i n here ."

can' t .

1

'Why?" I asked .

He said, "You just

You have to go around to the student door. "

I

guess I should have said, "I ' m sorry but I ' m faculty . "

But

it made me so angry that I just walked right over him and
went on in.

He was trying to grab me and pull me back

when somebody said , "Dr. Talbot , " and he felt embarrassed .
Well, those things really kind of infuriated me ; they were
always present--just a step behind me wherever I went .

You
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have to make up your mind.

Are you going to tolerate this?

Is it worth it? Are you selling out any of your manhood? Are
you doing the right thing?

Would it be better to go outside

and talk about it and force the situation?

Or would it be

better to just go ahead and try to work fromi'the inside? I
made the decision that I ' d work from the inside.
Tape II , Side B.
P:

Dr. Talbot, I recently read an article whi ch I would like to
take something out of context from the article and zero in
on just a portion of the statement that this gentleman
made.

The statement is something to the following effect :

that when one makes a compromise, they are in some fashion
giving up a part of their manhood.

This particular individ-

ual then after he makes a statement in the article, states
in the wake of that statement, he says , "And then I stepped
up to the podi um and I made a compromise ." What I would
l ike t o ask you, Dr. Talbot, in light of your statement on
compromise and manhood, do you feel in any fashion that you
have, indeed, compromised yourself in order to carry out
the charges and your responsibility in your job on the one
hand and fulfill the obligations that you as an academic and
a scholar and an administrator are charged to do?

On the other

hand , do you feel that in any fashion that you may have compromised yourself or others i n terms of fulfilling obli gations
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to minority groups at the To.st Texas State University campus?

T:

I hope not, and yet it is not an easy question to answer
truthfully if you ' re sensiti ve .
to affect change .

I am a pragrratist .

I l ike to see things work .

short- range sort of deal that .
see oovement .

Imprcit:ement .

I like

Maybe it ' s a

Well, I do like to

In counseling I sit and l i sten

to clients but for me counseling doesn ' t end there .
to see rrovement towards solutions.

I want

Sometimes I find myself

wanting to help solve the client ' s problem, help ' the
cli ent solve the problem or put the client in some way
that he can go about the solution of the problem.

I get

tired of just the problem for the problem' s sake and ring
around the ros i es .
I've done .

I don ' t feel bad about anything that

As a natt er of fact, I think, as I look back,

I feel kind of good about some of the changes that I like
to feel that I was a part of it, that I was a catalyst for
change.

However, at times, what I ' m talking . . . .

If

manhood means just expressing fully the way you feel at that
particular time, then I have been restrained at times.

I

have been patient at times when'rnaybe I should have been
impatient .

It might have been even a little rrore effective

to rock the boat a little rrore, maybe to show my anger more .
And in that sense, I compromised .

I think, for example, in

the incident that I described involving the graduate student,
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I feel that I did compromise because I really didn ' t think
this per son was ready for my approval .

I think what was

happening was the other members of the cormnittee were saying
that he was black and that he was good for a black .
were patronizing the black race .
doing that .

They

I really resented their

I happen to have very , very high scores on the

GRE [ Graduate Record Examination] and I don ' t like to be
apologized for .

I can understand the need to overcome

poor preparation etc . , but I am committed to standards .
You know, I can carry my weight intellectually and maybe
I expect that that should be the criterion used .

It bothers

me to give somebody a degree, '.b ecause you feel guilty about
their condition or are sorry for them.

In such instances,

you are taking into consideration some factors t hat aren ' t
relevant.

I would have much preferred to say--and I some-

times regret that I didn ' t say it--"No, I ' m not going along
with that .
that .

If he were not black, you wouldn ' t have said

You would have asked him to repeat certain courses .

You would have assessed him certain courses .

But what you're

really saying--although you ' re trying to be liberal--what
you ' re really saying is that he surpassed our expectation
for blacks because we have a very, very low expectation ."
I wish I had taken nerve and said that to the cormnittee .
Maybe that would have shocked and helped them.

If they ' d
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have said to the young ffi:l.n in question that the only person
who voted against you was Dr. Talbot, maybe I could have said,
"Yes , and I ' m going to tell you why .
tronizing you.

I didn ' t like it .

Because they were pa-

They were saying that they

didn ' t have t he same expectations from you t hat they would
have from a white person ." But I didn ' t take that stand so
in that sense, I think I compromised .

I would have liked

myself a little better if I had just come out and said,
"No, I ' m not going along with t hat .

I know the game you ' re

playing and I ' m not going t o pl ay it . "

I did say something

to that effect, but it was a weak statement .
to make an important point.

I was less than frank .

sense, I felt that I compromised some .
because . .
that .

I blew a chance
In that

My manhood, no,

That ' s i n a way interesting that you menti oned

I ' ll go back a little and say as I lived in the South,

thi s was the one thing I was always afraid of.

I would tell

my wife--those were in the pre- 1954 days--when you couldn ' t
get in a hotel and rrotel on the road and you didn ' t know if
you could use the bathroom in a filling station .

I used to

say to my wife , "You know, I like living down here but there ' s
one thing I'm afraid of .

I have three sons and I want them

always to remember me as a man, alive or dead .

I ' m so

afraid we ' ll get into some sort of confrontation where I will
have to choose, before rey children, whether or not I ' m going
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~o act like a man and say ho or whatever it is and get
kill ed, or whether I ' m going to back down and die in their
est.uration. "· I emphasized , "I ' ve rrade my choice .

They ' re

always going to think of me--their father- -as a rran- -and I
want you to understand if this happens that you can just tell
them that .

You can explain to them that my rranhood was

very, very important to me and especially the fact that
they would see a rranhood model in me that they could follow . "
So it was interesting that you did mention compromising rranhood.

I might have compromised principle a little bit now

and then, and I might have lost opportunity to assert myself.
That ' s how I look at it.

I lost a strategic opportunity I

there to teach a lesson

because I just didn ' t want to be

placed in the position where I would be ineffective to all
the bl acks on campus.

Because the racial situation was so

fragile that if word got around that Dr. T. thinks he has
his degree and he ' s standing at the door to prevent all the
people getting theirs , then I would have been kind of through
here.

I would have been ineffective .

I would have been

pigeonholed as somebody that's really just personally integrated
and didn ' t care about the others.
less effective .

I think I would have been

But I do have some regrets about the fact

that I did not stand up then and just say, "No, I know what
you ' re doing, " as I said before.

I had said that I would
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talk about some of the incidents, and one had to do with the
first homecoming queen, black homecoming queen, that we had
at East Texas.

I think the queens and the courts were not

too popular on the American college campus in the late 1960 ' s
and early 1970 1 s.

The students were doing other things they

felt were more serious, and so the blacks were able to
organize and bloc vote and elect the first E.T. black homecoming queen.

[Interruption] Well, as I said the black

students bloc voted; and in the excitement of the way they
elect queens here, nobody knew whether or not the blacks had
elected the queen.

l\s a matter of fact, I don ' t think the

whites even thought about the fact that the black young
l ady had a chance.

The time for the half-time ceremonies of

the homecoming football game finally arrived.

The format

called for the introduction of the third runner-up, then the
second runner-up, the first runner-up, and finally the homecoming queen was introduced, and the queen was black.
was a hushed lull in the stadium.
descended and enveloped everything.
black students were in shock.
with ecstasy.

There

It was as if silence had
Everybody except the

The black students went wild

The president hugged and kissed the queen.

The president of the alumni association also hugged and
kissed the queen.

The rest of this story is told from the

perception of the black students.

As they saw it.

The time
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when the band was playing to salute the newly- crDWned queen ,
there was a

ITB.SS

exodus from the stands.

later at the Home-

coming Ball to honor the queen and her court, some of the
court did not even come to be honored and very, very few
non- lhlacks came to the dance.

Black students protested this

and wrote in the papers complaining about it, and they came
to me .

I reacted and talked to the people in Student Affairs,

and we found some things that were interesting.

In the first

place , we found that the Homecoming Ball had sort of deteriorated
from the way we had reported them in the rrovies .

Many of the

people who would have been members of the court were also
queens from their sororities, and it had been tradition for
a long time that the sororities and fraternities would take
Homecoming night to have dances in Dallas where they would
have more freedom than they would under the aegis of the cam~
pus.

It was reported that after the half- time cererronies,

many who left their seats had done so in the interest of comfort and refreshment and that their behavior was natural.
Such explanations didn ' t take away the fact that there was
the lull and there was an expression of negative attitude
against the election of a black queen.
fast Texas had a black homecoming queen .
definite factor involved .

It was a shock that
That was a very

As a matter of fact, the president

of the alwnni association told me in jest that his rrother
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had called him up and told him that she couldn't believe
what she had heard.

She related to him that somebody had

told her that he had publicly kissed a "nigger gal" out there
in front of everybody.

Well , I tried to be fair .

I tried to

give the information to the black students about the fact
that it was true that they had~over a,nticipated the interest
in the triumph of electing the queen and her court .

But I

also was quite honest with them and told them that I am sure
that there was a very great deal of antagonism.

That it was

a shock to the community , especially the alumni and even the
white students .

We invested that experience, and I asked

some of the students to work with me to create an enviro!'Illlent
of better understanding .
done.

In other words , what was done was

The facts were clear and the truth was ugly.

We had

a choice : we could decide to pout , and as a result build permanent walls of antagonism.

Or we could use this incident

and say to the campus, "Look, we ' re asking you to be rrore
sensitive .

How would you feel if you had beenin·our place?

Is this the sort of stance that a university should take?"
The students agreed, and we went--oh, something beautiful
happened, too , I think, out of that.

A group of black and

white students spontaneously looked at the situation and
formed what they called Checkerboard black and white.

They

came to us and asked us whether we, in Student Personnel,
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would provide some facilitating leadership if they got
together the group and went to a retreat in a YMCA camp near
Bonham?

Dr . Paul Johnson, Dr . Paul Smith, who was Dean of

Men tl~en, and I worked with them over a weekend.

The group,

thus formed, became a sort of a nucleus to work together to
bring about better communication between black and white.
'

We had already received a corrunitment from the university to
have an interracial residence hall experience .

In the summer

of 1969, we did have a multiculture teacher training institute .
That was done under a grant from the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare .
participants .
teachers .

We were authorized to have sixty

We got fifty- five .

These were preservice

In other words they had finished; they had completed

all the requirements; they have been certified; they had jobs;
but they ' d never taught professionally .

The whole idea was

that we ' d get them before they got too contaminated with the
school system.

We were able to get twenty- three Anglos or

whites, twenty-one blacks, eleven Mexican- Americans or
Chicanos .

We used Hubbell Hall as our world .

we had an intense interracial experience .

For six weeks

Toe workshop had

been planned to provide experiences in the cognitive domain
as well as in the affective domain.

In addition, there was

an area which was called cooperative living which involved
having a roGmmate of a different ethnic background .

Finally,
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we provided planned and unplanned or structured and unstructured
social activities-- intergrDup-interaction activities .

We had

done that for six weeks, and we had carefully documented the
changes et cetra, and the results were published in the
papers .

So we used that particular experience as a base and

decided to design a mini- one.

Out of that inter-cultural

institute was born the interracial residence hall experience
on campus .

We did the same thing .

We followed the same for-

ma.t except the design that was for a shorter time and the
happenings were restricted to after c&asses .

Housing coop-

erated, food services cooperated and other elements of the
administration cooperated .

We had people living together

for a week during which time we would openly discuss some
of the problems .

We set up the atmosphere of safety and se-

curity where people felt free to say, "Hey, here is where I
am.

I might not want to be here or I feel comfortable here."

But what I was mentioning before was that the first interracial residence experience electrified the campus.
people felt proud that East Texas could do this.

I think

The news-

papers carried it, and on the last day, carried a pict ure of
a black male shaking hands with a whi te female as a symbol
of this experience .

The press was laudatory, the East Texan

was especially laudatory in its comments on what we had done.
They were very proud to present this.

That came out in Friday ' s
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paper.

On Tuesday rrorning I went to my car and my son said,

"Dad, what ' s that ?"

I looked .

There was a printed paste- -

on inside the car that said, "The Knights of the Ku Klux Klan
are watching you ."

My first reaction to it was to dismiss

it because really I felt it was ludicrous and I started
laughing.

Somehow or another I wasn ' t afraid.

I knew those

days were gone forever, but my wife felt t hat it was
serious enough that we report it to the FBI .
located the responsible person .

I think they

He had been recruiting for

the KKK from Athens to Dallas and he was on campus here .

I

did go to the leaders of the community though, and explain
something to them that I felt they should know .
that I was not afraid .

I told them

I was going to travel freely and not

restrict myself and I mentioned to them what I would be
afraid of if anythi ng happened to me .

If they knew of any

forces in the community or the city or thereabouts that they'd
better communicate with them because if anything should happen to me I knew there were students here-- and they had
connections in Dallas--that would have reciprocated .
would just come here and jus t kill some people .

They

There woul d

have been a riot and they probably would not have gotten
the people that were responsible for this but that some of the
innocent people, wives , children, and relatives, might be
hurt as a res ult.

This was a very dangerous thing, and if
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they know of any rrovement in that direction this information
ought to be corronunicated to it.

Then I went on with my busi-

ness in the sense that if it came to that , I had no choice but
to go on doing what I felt was right , what I felt needed to
be done .
the point.

I have never wanted to be a martyr and ' that was not
It was whether or not you just buckled down to

every single threat that came .

So that , I think, explains

the fact of compromising my manhood.

I can think of another--

and I know this is just going on.

It ' s like. ,a stream- of-

conciousness sort of interview.

But I remember something

else that nappened about that time that might describe the
way the campus was .

The athletic team, the track team, had

been invited to the Kansas Rel ays, I think it was.
P:

This was 1969?

T:

Nineteen sixty- nine , the spring of 1969.

They.had been in-

vited to t he Kansas Relays, and upon returning--they came
back on Sunday noon-!.- the captains of the team came to my
house and told me that the coach had exhi bited a great deal
of discrimination on the trip, and that the students were
concerned about it , and that they were going to have a mass
meeting arrong the black students to discuss the situation.
I said, "Okay, this is your right .

I wish you would make

sure that when you have your meeting that you control it.
That you can use the normal channels of corronunication."
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They said t hey would.

On Monday IIDrning earl y , t hey cal led

me and said t hat they had decided t o have a ITBrch through the
campus to the presi dent ' s office.
right ."

I said , "Okay, t his i s your

I got on the tel ephone and called [ The Office 6f]

Security telling them the black students would be ITBrchi ng
on the campus .

And at the time , whoever took the call mis -

understood what I was saying and replied , "Well, thanks
for telling us.

We wi ll get out there and stop them!"

I said, "No , I don ' t thi nk you under stand."
is Dr. Talbot •

I ' m calli ng to inform you .

I said , "This
What I want you

to do--your part should be to make sure that they are allowed
to ITBrCh freely .

This is their constitutional right to

assemble and to petition for a redress of grievances.

Your

job is to make sure that other elements would not interfere
with t hem as they engage and enjoy their rights as citizens.n
They did protect ,the march, and the black students went up
to the president';s office which at that time ·was where
Dean Truax' s office is now--in Education North.
in front of the door and they sang.
except that they blocked passage .

They sat

They were very orderly
People had to use the

backstai rs if they wanted to go to the second f l oor.

Even-

t uall y the black st udents held a mass meeting at twel ve
o ' clock, and I went to see what they were doi ng.

Some of

them saw me in the periphery of t he crowd and invited me to
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come speak to them.

We discussed their demands .

They wanted

the coach f ired; they wanted the athletic director fired and ··
then some other changes .

Eventually they asked me whether I

would address t he rally .

And I answered , "I don ' t know be-

cause if I address you , I ' m going to tell you how I feel
about what ' s going on and I don ' t know whether or not it ' s
the popul ar sentiment.

I think you know me well enough to

be sure that I will give you the advice I think you need."
He insisted, "Come on, we want to hear what it i s ."

So I

got on the podium and I told them that in the first pl.ace,
I thought it was unrealistic to ask for the di smissal of
two tenured faculty members .

I think we had three hundred

black students on campus at that time .

I added,.. "If three

hundred blacks could force Whit Hal laday to fire some
tenured faculty without ,due process , I ' m going to resign
immediately.

Because if he can' t protect his tenured

faculty against three hundred blacks , he wouldn't be able
to protect my tenure against eight thousand whites ."

I went

on to say that I would suggest t hat instead of the negative
action of firi ng the coach and t he athletic director , they
should go positive and ask for the hiring of a black coach
through whom they ~ould corrnnunicate some of the grievances
that they had.
idea.

To my surprise they thought it was a good

A few grumbled and still wanted the firing but the
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majority felt this was good.

Eventually they presented

the plan to the president, and he appointed the athletic
corrnnittee to investigate and report to him.
me to the Athletic Council.

He also appointed

We sat in the council hearing

and first heard the student ' s complaint.
student also added to the council.)

(We had a black

We heard the students '

compl aint , and I believe that subcorrnnitte was angry.

We

just felt that the students had really been abused and we
aJ.Jrost didn ' t want to hear the other side.
got around to hearing from the coach.

Eventually we

The complaints by

the students had accused the coach of abuse and neglect.
One comp~aint stated that the black athletes were not allowed
to eat one meal .

Another one that the coach had accused

them, these black athletes , of malingering.

Incidentally,

something that contributed to their feeling was the fact
that Sports Illustrated had just published an article in
which it was reported that most of the white coaches

felt

that while black athletes were talented, they were not
able to live with pain.

In other words, they were "yellow. "

The burden of the athletes

1
:

complaint was that the coach

had ignored their request to eat wh11e they were traveling
although they were hungry and had driven a hundred and sixtyeight miles denying them an opportunity to stop on the road
and eat.

When we eventually got a chance to listen to the
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coach, his statement threw a new light on the rnatter.
explained what had happened and we were amazed.

He

I ' m using

this incident because it does illustrate some of the difficulties we might have , especially phenomenologically in
terms of perception.

The coach explained that he had had

one of the best relay teams that he had ever coached, one
of the best in the country, but it had been a wet spring
and his team had not had a chance to run.

That every time

they had gone out ·:there had been a series, almost an
epidemic, of pulled muscles.

He said finally the team got

together and were invited and went to the Kansas Relays .
On the first day, the track was fast and dry .

His men

made the best times, and he was just happy that he'd have
a chance to show off this relay team.
rained.

Overnight it had

The track became sodden, and as the team was warm-

ing up-- he interjected, "Of course, the black athletes did
not eat lunch because they were running.

All the white

athletes had not qualified for finals "--running on the sodden track , the captain came and told him that one of the
fellows had pulled a muscle .

He said to his dismay he went

and discovered that the guy had pulled a muscle.
"My God, what is this?

Here again I am foiled.

He said,
The best

team and they are all seniors graduating and I ' ll never
have them running together!" He repeated, "You can ' t realize
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how frustrating that was."

So he continued, "I decided then

that I would take them home because • • • • "
Tape III , Side A.
T:

As I was saying , the coach explained that he realized that

he would have thi s one ;rore opportunity to race his team
because the lone Star Conference meeting was coming up.

He

said he decided that he ' d better get out of that place as
quickly as possible because he felt it was sort of jinxed.
He told the fellows , "let ' s get away right here."
said, "Coach, let ' s take off our sweats ."
No.

let ' s get out ."

And they

He said, "No.

He told us that lots of times when

the guys might want to get back: home to a dance or something
like that , we have traveled in their sweats .
stopping.

We ' re not

I really want to get out of here as fast as

possible ."

They left for home and the fellows kept asking

him to stop so they could eat.

"We ' re hungry coach, etc .

He felt , "They were kidding because they knew that I had a
rule that when my men and I go off , we always eat at a
restaurant.

I just don ' t believe in eating in one of

these joints on the road .
places .

I don ' t go for these fast food

So we went on and we got to Topeka, or someplace.

I ' m not sure.

The first thing we did was to take a bath,

get dressed , and then we came back and gave my athletes
dinner.

We spent the night in a ootel.

Everything was fine.
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I can ' t understand why all this fuss. "

Then the committee

saw that what had happened resulted from the different ways
that the parties were perceiving what was taking place.

The

athletes felt , of course, that the coach was disgusted and
angry and that he was punishing them for malingering.
With this mindset , they felt , therefore, that he was exhibiting a lot of prejudice.

Of course, one of the things that I

did say to the coach was that if he had built up the right kind
of relationship with t he athletes before , they would not
have had the misconception.
earned their trust .

That apparently he had not

This might have been evidence of the

fact that he ' d had previously not been sensitive to their
needs or had acted in such a way that they could suspect
him of being capable of behaving towards them i n that manner.
Eventually the recommendation of the committee was that we
meet some other needs of all athletes but especially
minority athletes; that we point out to the athletic department and all other departments that when we ' re dealing with
minority people it was necessary to make sure t hat they had
established some sort of relationship that would allow t he
minority people to realize that they were welcome there .
We requested tutors for the athletes and we recommended the
hiring of a black coach .

Of course, it took another derron-

stration two years later before the realization of a black
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member of the coaching staff came about .

I ' m saying, in

summary, at this particular stage that it ' s been an uphill ,
dif ficult battle being the first--and for a long time , the
only--black professional on campus .

I didn ' t even mention

being the instant consultant for all problems that had to
do with blacks and whi tes .
stereotype .

Or of being forced into a

It might have been a nice stereotype "noble

savage, " knowing all things , omniscient, that sort of thing ;
of having the responsi bility of representing twelve milli on
black people .

It ' s a tremendous weight .

Being judged im-

patient and being blamed,-being suspected of not wanting
"to be reasonable ."

But I kept suspecting myself. sometimes

for not doing enough , of being too comfortable , and now somehow or another of finding ways of making the university rrove
rrore rapidly towards full integration of the campus life .
Being the only black faculty member means feeling at times
that you ' re a one- issue person .

Every time you ' re called

upon to speak, nobody asks you to talk about Carl Rogers
or Rollo May or Plato .

It always is something relating to

the black and white issue.
got my degree .

That I s not the f ield in which I

As a matter of fact , at first I was rather

resistant to becoming a black expert .
my field:

I wanted to work in

counseling and administration of counseling ser-

vices, student personnel area , and then realizing that if I
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didn' t, who would?

It meant that I had to do a lot of reading

up and trying to feel the pulse and judge the ITDOd of blacks
so I could reflect their views.

I needed a good travel budget

but instead I was grounded in Corrnnerce and this was unusual for me
since I was accustomed to traveling.

One of the other things

that happened to me , I lost the rather presti gi ous position
in academe that I had gained.

I had been appointed to various

corrnnittees , one of which was to serve as advisor to the
State Department on overseas programs and international
students.

When I came here, I lost all that.

For a while

there was no travel 1JIDney at all , and I lost contact with
the people who were making decisions for the education of
minorities .

Overal l, I had t o play a dual role constantly

having to say to myself , "Ibn ' t you dare forget that you
represent , that you are the representative , elected or not ,
of all the minorities :

bl ack, Indian, Mexican-Americans,"

And that gave me an uncomfortable feeling of mission.
You have a mission to facilitate, to help the university,
to solve the problems , to change the attitudes , and to obey
the law--the spirit , not only the letter but the spirit of
the law.

We still haven ' t done it.

We still have depart-

ments that resist , that use every subterfuge possible to
keep from integrating .

I still get frequent complaints from

students that faculty members make all sorts of reJIB.Pks in
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that are insulting to

~

particular minority.

I have heard

people who have insinuated t hat minorities , especially
blacks with very few exceptions dom' t have the [William Bradford]
Shockley sort of syndrome , don ' t have the intellectual ,
ability.

Somet imes , even in normal conversation, people I

think a lot of betray less than total commitment to human
r i ghts and I realize that they have let slip that they haven ' t

grown towards ful l acceptance .

These are difficult experiences

even to recall because they ' re also tinged with the goodwil l
of a l ot of people and the efforts that some of them have
rrade i n order to cope with change .
gone iI):'emendous changes .

I know they have under-

I know they are caught in a bind

and that as individuals , they ' re doing as much as they could
and I respect them for that .

Yet as a whole , I sometimes am

saddened by the fact that there isn ' t as much change as
there could have been.

There isn ' t as much acceptance as

there should be and that ' s sad .

t1any people have quit trying

or have gone on to other fads or rrovements.
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INTERVIEW II WITI-I DR. DAVID ARLINGTON TALBOT
Tape III, Side A, continued.
"

P:

Dr . Talbot, what from your perspective are some of the oost
significant changes which have occurred at To.st Texas State
University since your arrival?

T:

That ' s a good question.

I think that superficially there

has been some change or many things have changed.

There's

no doubt that the physical presence of minorities on campus
is not as frightening as it used to be .

I remember, for

example, that during the time of the deIIDnstration in the
president ' s office I was speaking about previously, it so
happened that one day I was going into the Administration
Building.

As I pushed the door open, they saw my hand only

and this was the comment, "Here they come ."

I realized that

I was gaining an avoirdupois but I never considered that
singly I gave the impression of being a multitude.

But

really what was happening is j ust the fact that a black person
coming into the place was a threatening sort of thing.
think that has been reooved.

I

I think that ther e has been

less fear on the part of the ID3.jority group and to a certain
extent, less fear and anger on the part of the minority group.
I think I mentioned the group called Checkerboard, the student
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gruup that saw the tenseness that was present and decided
to sort of diffuse it and asked us to go with them to Bonham
and to have a workshop so we could rrake them a sort of a
cadre to kind of change the atrrosphere .
superficially has been changed.

I think that atrrosphere

I think if you look out of

the window1_iyou ' d see black , white, brown students walking
on campus and apparentl y with a great deal of ease .
not so when I came here.

That was

I think one ©f the things that I

was i nstrumental in achieving was removing naked fear from
the race relations on campus .

I tried to work as an inter-

preter and as a change agent .

I tri ed to be a messenger--

an "effector."

Some of the people called me superblack .

was a black person here and I could do everything.

I

I was,

I think , [Jean Jacques ] Rosseau called it , noble savage .
Whatever I could do was magnified and the surprise was that
I had been an administrator for a long time , had a lot of
experience .

But that expertise was definitely exaggera~ed.

A littl e l ater though, I sunk to my own level of incompetence ,
so to speak , and now the thing took the opposite effect
that , "Well , he ' s not anything at all. "
extreme to the other .

It was from one

I guess now I am hopi ng that I 'm

accepted just as a professional in my fiel d.

I think that

being contiguous socially, in a different sense from the
way .

Let me put it this way :

many of the people here
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had had close contact with blacks before they came here but it
was not on the peer level.
mistress/maid .

It was master/servant relationship ,

From time to time , I ' d get people, in trying

to explain to me how comfortable they woul d be with me ,
would remind me of the fact that they had had black mammies
or servants and maids and they felt comfortable with t hem;
or they ' d been brought up by some black woman , or that on
their farm, there was a black couple that they would go
to when they had problems.

That sort of thing they said to

show me that they didn ' t feel hesitant or uncomfortable
having me in their presence .

I was rather tolerant of this

attitude because I realized t hat it was an attempt to relate-even though it was at a very low level .

They weren I t realizing

the fact and they weren ' t picking up the fact that we were
equals now and this was a different type of relationship
and patronage was not expected.
that .

But as I said, we accepted

I bel ieve that I ooved them into a grudging acceptance

of the f act that minorit ies have the ability to achieve in
the intellectual arena.

Many of the black people that were

here- -many of the black students that were here--were
athletes :

basketball, football players .

And it was accepted

that they could help the University in terms of winning
athletic triumphs .

"King" Arthur James was here at the time

and he is a legendary character even in his own time.

He
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broke a ll t he rec<urds for rushing while here and he ' s the
onl y person whose number has been retired .

But it was also

true t hat soon after I came , I believe the first--and if I ' m
not mistaken , the ,only~~Fulbright Scholar that To.st Texas
has produced [was] a fellow named Andrew Johnson who won
that laurel and went , I believe , to Belgium to do some
work.

He was also a noble savage bl ack .

I believe since

then that the University is convinced that at certain levels,
despite col or, black students can perform academically in a
way that ' s more than acceptable.

I think that the feeling

had been for so long that their education was inferior and
that they ' d be i nferior, that it was felt that almost nobody
could bridge that gap .

But I think i t has been accepted

that there are some blacks--even though the feel ing is
strong that most of them can ' t --that there are some bl acks
who can "cut the academic mustard" so to speak.

I really

believe that any changes have been superficial and that has
been rather disappointing.
good start in 1968 .

I think we were off to a very

I think the times were indicating that

changes had to take place .

There was so much ferment, social

ferment , nationally that ffi3.ny of us were willing to change .
But when the Seventies came and there was sort of a recession
from that sort of participation and social agitation , I
think we got comfortable and then we started playing games .
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I think I said I was very, very excited when I first came
because I could see people actually coming face- to- face with
their attitudes and face- to- face with their beliefs .

Then

things got comfortable, the pressure was removed, and it
happens that everything that we had done--I won ' t say everything , most of what we had done--had been superficial .
think there were behavioral changes, yes .
together.
other.

I

People walked

They talked together, and sat next to each

But I am not so certain that we ' ve had the con-

comitant attitudinal changes.

And that bothers me .

As

I said, the early years promised that kind of change , but
I think we ' ve gone back to the place where we ' re comfortable
with our own attitudes .

We are no ·:longer challenged and that

the least we ' d do that would disturb the sort of doldrum,
the better.

let me give you a case in point.

for black and minority faculty.

Take recruiting

The ma.ndate has come from

the president and all the way down, requesting that intense
efforts be ma.de to recruit black or minority faculty.

Every

single device that could be invented has been used to block
this.

Really, I don ' t think there ' s a corrnnitment .

I

don ' t say there is not a presidential and administrative
corrnniunent but at the hiring level , I don ' t think there ' s
a commitment for the desegregation of our faculty .

I have

caught a lot of flak from students as I have repeated
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promises t hat have been made to t hem and I I ve done it in good
faith.

Then when these thi ngs don ' t happen , the students

look to me as someone who is either naive or someone who is
only concerned about my own position .

That ' s kind of hard.

Therefore , I would say as far as the changes are conce:rmed ,
there have been some changes at the behavioral level but ,
significantly , as they say in research , there has been no
significant difference as far as attitudes are concerned .
We used to have long discussions about which one came first ,
attitude or behavior .

I am convinced t hat behavior can be

accorrunodated without a change of attitude and when that happens , i t leads to a kind of hypocrisy and the establishment of a comfortable equilibr ium, a kind of calm.

This is

really what you ' re talking about :

We have

a sort of calm.

missed the opportunity to establish bridges of trust across
ethnic lines .

Right now I am sometimes a little depressed .

I 'm getting ready for the Intercultural Residence Living- In
Experience , and every now and then I get , "Oh, what ' s
the heck.

Who cares "

Then I say to myself , "You' re going

to do it .

It ' s going to look good on paper.

The good and

faithful will come and share t he experience--the same people
but it is not going to make much di fference ."

Then just by

the time I feel , "What the heck ," somebody says something or
somebody comes up with an i dea , somebody enthusiastically
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would bring to our attention something that happened and we
try again for better understanding and relations.

It kind

of pains me that we fall short of that particular goal.
don ' t know if I answered your question.

I

If you want I can

be ITDre specific and I .
P:

Dr. Talbot, sometimes we create a new social reality based
on the ideals that we hold.

What , from your perspective,

might we do to confront this comfortableness that you ' re suggesting does exist,- not maybe just at East Texas State
University but maybe it ' s comfortableness that has set in
around the whole of the United State9 ?

Certain forces have

been pacified and until such time as these forces again
express their hunger, •

I don ' t mean to lead you in

that fashion but I would like to garner your opinion as
to.

Given this golden opportunity, this feeling

that you have that we can bridge the gap in a meaningful
sense, what would you suggest might be the mechanisms to
bridge that gap?
T:

Let me see .

Let me reflect on something.

I know I mentioned

t he comfort--I have a feeling though t hat the behavior
really belies the deep feeling .

What I think we ' re experiencing

in America is a revolution turned inward.

I think after

the Cambodian explosion that a lot of people felt, 1 'We
Americans aren't going to be able to effect the vital changes .
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The pri ce is too high. "
America.

Many of them wanted to preserve

The price is too high to get up in the streets

and to demand the change.

These people started going inside

themselves to change themselves .
with liberating themsel ves.

They are now concerned

I think that also in the disen-

gagement and after Watergate, the people decided that they ' d
try and experiment, and I think that ' s what [President] Jimmy
Carter is.

He is not a Washi ngtoni an .

Outside of the system.

Maybe they felt that with an outsider who ~ht have some
sort of feel for the way we thi nk that we could get some of
these changes made .

I ' m not too sure that i t:1;s going to

work and I am kind of confident--and I shouldn't say that
because I ' m not looking forward to it with a great deal of
relish because as Dean of Students do in the time of turrroil
in the Sixties , I know how much pain and agony this brought .
But I wouldn ' t be surprised if from 1980 on, we do get a
quickening reaction that will take to the streets and that
will try to force the system and that we are in for all the
agonies that accompany that kind of action .

Then I think

unfortunately, we will start doing some of the things that
we couldn ' t do .

It ' s very tenuous--high unemployment , a

recession, a resurgence of bigotry--and the lid might fly
off .
P:

I hope not .

In light of your response in tenns of the turrroil that you
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suggested • • • ?

[Unclear]

T:

I think it wil l be both more extreme and I think it will be
rrore overt .

P:

Lb we need to look to other soci eties?

Lb we need to look

at what our experiences are in light of what the American
experience [has been] i n superimposing on someone else to
try to recognize our own self?
T:

Is that what you ' re sayi ng?

Yes , that ' s exactly what I ' m saying.

I am saying that the

forces during the Sixties that have impelled us or catapulsed our effort to change the system, to accomrrodate
the new ideas or t he new heady wine , I think they ' re still
there .

I think that they have to a certain extent

receded only to c0me back again [uncl ear] and I hope the
dikes t hat we have built will be sufficient to contain the
[flood].

I like to see the force in operation, but I like

to see them channeled .

Sometimes it bothers me because I

don ' t think that we have used this breathing period to build
the dikes that would help us to contain the new ideas, rovements ,and chall enges of the eighties .
Tape III , Side B.
T:

It would help us to contain and harness this force .

You see ,

I believe this force , thi s elan vital or whatever you want to
call it , this great , driving force , I think it ' s good .

But

unless we are abl e to use it , to use its pa,1er and to direct
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it , it could be a destructive force.

That ' s why I am a

little saddened by the fact that at East Texas, as in other
places, we haven ' t used this power to really establish the
dams and dikes that could really put thi s force to magnificent use .
P:

[What do you mean by] human rights?

T:

By human rights I mean the endowment of every single human
being with the latitude that is necessary for him to develop
to his fullest potential and capacity .

I ' m talking about

human rights in terms of the entire world which is a vast
subject .

I think that that is what it ' s all about .

I think

if we look in perspective, we would see, to me--and I ' m not
a historian-- that the whole course of hWIBn history to a
certain extent has been an attempt to either capture or
recapture , some would say, these human rights for all
people.

I like to think of it in terms of development .

I ' m probably digressing a little bit but this has something to do with my own philosophy , it might explain some
other things later.
often at least.

I personally take the position that too
No.

One way of looking at some of

t he changes that have been taking place , some of the demands
and some of the confrontations, would be in terms of the
evolution of thi s human rights idea.
ment .

Take the women ' s move-

I think that as women started documenting their
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grievances t hat sometimes they don ' t realize there the component of evolution , that some of t hese grievances of which
they now complain were the result of the conditions that
existed .

By that I mean t he technology was not such that

would allow both parents to be out of the home.
went out .

So t he man

That as a result , there were certain assigned

tasks that 'vK)men accepted.

What I ' m trying to say is that

these are not necessarily right or wrong per se .

Or even

rrore , that if we look at the woman ' s role as developmental
an evolutionary , then instead of so much of the anger at
some of the injustices of the past- -and there have been--

...

or the chauvinistic practices of the past , if we could say
that right now in our society here is where we ought to be,
that the times call for a change and that t he past, maybe
the rrodel, would be that it was not necessarily a determined
effort to repress but rather it was a reflection of things
as they were--the zeitgeist--and things have changed so
women should have rrore important roles because they have the
time , the training , the opportunity and consequently the
right .

fu you understand what I'm saying?

P:

Yes.

T:

I take the same position with regards to human rights .

I

think, yes, I can very well be bitter about the abuses of the
past, the exploitation of human beings and that sort of thing.
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But I like to think that this came about as a result of a
sort of a very , very primitive society fighting f or survival .
And that as the society progressed and as technology provided us wi th greater opportunities for leisure and for
some of the finer things of life , that the oppressor' s
foot would be sort of rerroved from the neck ©f the
oppressed because there is no longer the threat .

That

there is this progressive evolution towards the granting
of full r i ghts to every individual .
long way off before we achieve thi s .

I think that ' s a
But I see this--I

hope I see this--as sor t of a rrovernent, as a goal towards
which we are rroving.

I think t hat British colonialism

became obsolete with industrialization .

Mercantilism

couldn ' t coexi st with some of the things that were happening .
So the British had to dismantle their empire .

I think that

was the time of the day, zeitgeist , an idea whose time had
arrived and that sort of thing.

So that ' s the way I see

hwnan rights , as a process , as a sort of an odyssey towards
a goal , a chosen place, or to use the other culture , a
journey towards Canaan.

In t hat sense , I guess I see the

undulating ups and downs that we go through as spiral .

I

hope that we are getting closer--rnaybe I ' m too much of an
optimist--but getting closer and closer and closer to the
goal of human rights which would allow us to produce and
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distribute the goods of the world in such a way that every
individual will have this opportunity to develop according
to his potential .

P:

The human species has developed a vast array of prosthetic
devices as such , extensions of man, to make life rrore comfortable for the human species.

We talk in terms of clothing,

different types of homes, et cetera.

Trying to take the

concept of , say, prosthetic device and link that up to the
notions, as you have shared them with us , of human rights,
might I ask , put you on the spot by asking you, what type
of prosthetic device might the black race develop to make
life rrore comfortable for blacks in the American experience
which has been based historically on the white man ' s
experience?

What does a black person need, not just as

a person alone but as a black experience?

What type of

prosthetic devices would you suggest are absolutely necessary
to bring about parity, not just in the American experience
but in the worldwide experience?

If we talk blacks--I could

just open it up and say minority groups as such but I ' m
specific to blacks at this point in time ..
T:

Let me see if I understand your question.

In other words,

what strategies, what devices, pressures or whatever it
is .

. ?

I think that right now it ' s not a question of

blacks or minorities alone.

Let me see if I understand your
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question.

If not , you can go agamn .

maybe need to study some .

It ' s a good one and I

I think that the key to that is

a recognition of a pluralistic society.

I l ike to think

that different people have addressed t hemselves t o different
probl ems i n different creative ways , that t here are alternative ways .

let me talk , show you , discuss with you some-

thing I heard in a recent meeti ng.

There was some argument

about the women ' s rrovement- - t his was a black meeting , rrostly
blacks , minor ities , but mainly bl ack--and there was some
argument as far as the women ' s rrovement and some of the
issues involved and t here were some black women who were
saying , "Wait a minut e .

In the first place , it tickles me

to realize that upperclass America is now reaching some of
the conclusions about rrorals that they have accused blacks,
for a long time , of pr acti cing. "
marital sex .

They said, "Why , they have just di scovered it

and t hey say now it is good .
oppressor .

They talked about pre-

The change has been in the

But a few years ago they were saying this is

low class , black , animalistic sort of culture ."

Then they

went on to say, "Take, for example , the attitude towards
an unwed , pregnant daughter.

Well , t heir attitude is,

' let ' s '--and t he terms were--' let ' s murder the fetus- .
destroy this. '

let ' s

But ," they said , "with blacks, there ' s another

devi ce for them."

The speaker said, "If my daughter became
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pr egnant , oh, I would be hurt because it ' s not a good t hing
for me ."

But she said , "I would never say to her, ' Go get

an abortion' because in our society , we have some other
devices .

What I would do would be to help her have the child

and then when the chi ld i s born , I would ask my rrother to
take her grandchild and rear her.

I ' d send my daughter to

the university to get the best education she can get so
that either with the father there or without the father,
she would be prepared .

Fir st of all , I would do that

to bol ster her self- concept and then to make her able to
support that child whether or not she married , see .

This

is extremely efficient in the sense that my parents now are
at the stage where they ' re retired.
useful .

It rrakes them feel

They have the time , they have the knowledge and

that sort of thing to gi ve to my grandchild the love and
affection, feeling of belonging that he needs ."

What I ' m

trying to say is that we have some devices but because we
tend to have such a convergent culture and the answers are
made by t he majority, the rules are made, the judgments,
by the majority culture , we are denying ourselves, the
culture, the opportunity to consider some alternate and
creative mechanisms .

I think t he task is going to be some-

how or other, maybe through research or something like that ,
to convince the world that there are viable alternatives

\
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and with that we might get some of the respect instead of

pax Britannia, a pax Americana, or something like that, that
it would be pax mundus or whatever, peace for the whole
world in which I can see various elements contributing and
giving to even the white America some of the options that
are available .

It just amuses us to see the wheel rein-

vented, so to speak, as people discover.

Did that answer

it to any extent?
P:

Let me try to be a little bit rrore specific, get down to
specifics.

I think you did, you really did get down to what

I was looking for here in a sense.
T:

P:

But I ' m not trying to . .

Good .

feed in any fashion .

What about the considerations in

terms of using your analogy as you did, the feminist rrovement of the 1970 ' s and the later Sixties, the Equal Rights
Amendment.

It ' s an issue now in one fashion.

Why do we have

to pass a law to extend women the r ights that are guaranteed
in the Constitution?

I would use that now to leap forward

into the issue here in terms of a device such as law, a
mechanism such as l aw .

Is this something necessary or do

we put our faith in the mergence of this . . . ? As you were
suggesting, we live in a pluralistic society and rrany of the
values that have been indigenous specifically to the black
experience have been incorporated into the white experience
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Do we then put our faith in the future generation

today.

that this particular generation is developing a new value

Do we wait for that to take greater root in the

system?
society?

Do we wait for time or do we consider your pre-

vious statement that the decade of the 1980 ' s may be something that will confront the situation?
Is this what we need to do?

Do we use l aws?

What other devices do we have

available to us?
T:

Okay.

I understand now what you ' re saying and I think I

can express my opinions about it.

In the first place, I

think it was Malcolm X that said , "By whatever means nee->
essary."

I think it's a multi-dimensional approach.

I

think the women are right in insisting on ERA [Equal Rights
Amendment] and I ' ll tell you why.
law in our culture .

There is some respect for

I think all of the ooralists knew that

it was untenable to have the segregated restaurants and
hotels and all that.

But when it became law, .

I go

through Mississippi and Alabama and Georgia and I marvel
at the places I can enter now without fear of being attacked
or of punishment because the law decided this was so.

Right

in Pine Bluff, Arkansas, Little Rock, Arkansas , it was such
a dramatic change once this was enacted.

However, to depend

only on the law is also a false premise because there are
ways of circumventing the spirit of the law.

The law is a
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two- edged sword and so there has to be some pressure and we
have to have some cl out.

I think that blacks are realizing

that they ' d better go and become political.

I remember

when the sit-ins in Pine Bluff were being contemplated,
I went to the ministerial alliance and I said, "Look, I ' m
trying to work so that the only question that would be
asked, the only confrontation that the students would get
when they sit in the lunch counters, ' What will you have? ' '
But you'd better believe I ' m rrore dangerous than they are.
All they ' re asking for, and you' re objecting to and opposing
with such violence, is to sit down and eat .
be in there when you make the decisions.

I ' m asking to

I want not for

you to make the decisions, and then inform me .
be a part of the decision-making process . "

I want to

I said, "I ' m

going out in this community and I ' m going to organize it
in such a way , I ' m going to help organize it in such a way,
that you can ' t elect anybody unless we say ' yes ' ."

I said,

"That ' s the only way that we are going to--that ' s the only
thing you know:

power."

While we might not have the power

of the majority, I think minorities are going to have to do
what they did in this last election, have the power to be
the decisive force.

Then minorities are going to have to

organize , they're going to have to use-- they have to learn
how to use power.

Politics.

They're going to have to learn
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to participate and In:3.ke t he sacrifices of unionizing and
organi zing .

As I sai d Malcolm X said, "By any means nec-

essary ," and I ' m sayi ng it will be a multi-dimensional attack
on the fortresses of i njusti ce that will eventually only
yi eld to power.

The force doesn' t have to be the force of

bombs or something like that even though it might come to
that .

I hope not .

But I think the greater force would

[InterTuption]

be

Oh , I was saying that it will

be multi- dimensional and that it doesn ' t have to be bombs

or that sort of--I hope not but we ' re going to have to
learn to rranipulate the system so that we can use that which
we have to the f ullest extent .
P:

What is t he role of a school like To.st Texas State University
which increasingly draws black student s into its realm,
increasing in terms of numbers? What would be the role then
of an academic institution such as To.st Texas State and the
role of academics such as yourself thinking in terms of what ' s
going on to happen conceivably in the 198O ' s?

T:

Okay .

I think the role here i s to provide some sort of

understanding that--first of all , of awareness .
they want?"
about blacks .

"What do

used to be the big statement when they talked
"What do they want? They ' ve got everything.

What do they want?"

I think one of the roles of To.st Texas

i s to explain they don ' t want anything special and to answer
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that question, "What do they want?"

They want huma.n rights .

They want the same things that any other person, any other
human being wants--is entitled to .

I think that is one of

the things that can be communicated as people live irr the
same halls and as they realize the humaneness of other
individuals and they can • • • •
P:

[Interruption]

Dr. Talbot , you say they want human rights and they want
What is your own personal commitment to huma.n

humanness .
rights?
T:

I don ' t think my life has any meaning except for that ,
except for this struggle for me personally to be able to
become as self- actualizing as I could become.
feel the freedom to be what I can be.

I like to

I want my children

to have it but they can'.t have it unless it ' s universal.
They can't have it fully.
himself ."

I think "no rran is an island of

John Donne ' s dissertation is very, very appro-

priate here .

Yes , I can kind of struggle and go as far as

I can go but until every person has that right , I can' t go
all the way.

So I personally find that my life only has

meaning in terms of trying to extend--to remove obstacles
of growth from all people .

Being international , see , rraybe

I would have said in America .

But having been born in

South America, having lived in Europe , having been in touch
with Africa, I

Okay, here we were caught in--how
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many lives were sucked i nto the quicksands of Vietnam?

I

can understand [ President Lyndon] Johnson making that mistake;
I can underst and [Presi dent John] Kennedy making the mistake ;
I can underst and all of them making the mistake because they
remember Ethiopia and before World War II when Mussolini
went there and the League of Nations felt it was too smal l a
country to risk confrontation for .

J.F.K. and L. B.J . and

peopl e my age were hearing [ErnestlHemingway and all of the
people who felt it was morally wrong not to intervene when
a small country was attacked--one world--and so they saw a
parall el there in Vietnam.

It was a wrong decision , a wrong

parallel , but they were not men of evi l rrotives .
just a product of their times .

They were

The point I ' m trying to make

i s that to them, as they saw it, the restriction of the rights
of some South Vietnamese affected us.

It so happens that it

was an unfortunate experience , an unfortuate excursion .
They should have learned through various cues there to realize
that it was not an identical situation .

But the point is

that as long as we live in a world such as this , if people
are dying from hunger in India , it prevents the expression
of my full humanity.
P:

Dr. Talbot , are you personally a product of the times?

T:

Very definitely .

Very definitely.

I have triumphed and I

have s uffered because I live in times like these .

I am who
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I am, I think , because I am a product of the times .
product of circumstances .
I rejoice and I suffer.

I 'm a

I am black and because I am black,
I ' m an American and because I ' m an

American , there are certain things that happened to me
because I' m an American.

I ' d like it to be because I ' m a

human being, one of these days that it wouldn' t matter, my
being black or American or what-have- you.

But because I ' m

a human bei ng, I' d have certain growing and developing experiences and that I ' d be a product f ully of my time and of
my world .

I don ' t think that i n my lifetime we ' re going to

see this .

But it ' s a goal that I view .

I hope I ' ve passed

it on to my sons and they will pass it on to their sons and
we ' ll never stop moving until . . .

You see , what I wor-

ry about in terms of JIBny of the movements is that this is
a black movement or this is a brown movement, but no movement , until it ' s a human movement .
P:

Ib you think that we will ever really be able to elevate ourselves to the point of not classifying people such as he or
she is an academic , he or she is a missi on achiever, he or
she is black or white or brown?
this?

T:

Can we really transcend

Is this a practical thing to aspire to?

I don 't t hink it is and I don ' t think .
the ying and yang sort of situation.
mutually exclusive .

Okay, it ' s

I don ' t think they ' re

I like to go back to my roots.

I like
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to say at times, "I am David Arlington Roberts Talbot, Senior, "
and I like t o say to my class , "look, every single name has
meaning and expression for me ."

There are times I want to

go in and find me , apart , as [Walt J Whitman said , "Separate ,
apart I sing myself."

I like to do that sometimes.

But he

also says in Leaves of Grass that when I sing this, I ' m also
talking about an ensemble .

I ' m talking about as I find my-

sel f as this leaf of grass, I also find mysel f in terms of
the whole human experience .
we ' ve got to have it.
large blob .

I like the identity .

I don't want to be part of some

That ' s not what I want .

say this is my area.

I think

Here I stand.

prevent you from doing t hat .

I want to be able to
But I don ' t want it to

I want to create an atmosphere

where you can be . . . [Tape recorder turned off] .
Tape IV, Side A.
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. where you can be as fully as I can be, where you can,
as existentialists would say , you can be in the process of
becoming, all of us can be .

I think it ' s an idealistic

goal but as [Robert] Browning said, "A man ' s reach must
exceed his grasp or what ' s a heaven for? "
an ideal that we all should pursue.

So I think it ' s

I can' t see it coming

really into fruiti on, but the closer we approach it the
better the world would be.

The better the qual ity of life

for you and ·.the quality of life for me, the bet ter the
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chances of peace.

That's kind of the way I see it.

P:

Let me not necessarily change gears on you, Dr . Taloot, but
I'd like to zero in on you again , the man.

How would you

evaluate your own role, past and present, as one, an academic,
and as two, a mission achiever?
T:

Let me talk aoout an academic first and I ' ve got to define
that.

I came up many, many ages ago it seems t o me .

just saying that the other day.

When I went to school,

there was the search for the Renaissance man .
wanted to know.

I was

Intellectual curiosity.

trivia today, we considered knowledge.

People

What people call
We looked in an

encyclopedia; we questioned each other; we laughed at each
other if we didn ' t know; we taught each other; we wanted to
go as wide afield as possible and we complimented people
because of their achievement.

They spoke well; they read

poetry; they knew something aoout classical music; they
knew the masters in painting and that sort of thing.

I was

brought up in that atrrosphere, and that ' s such a long, long
time ago .

I used to be proud of the vocabuJiary and my use

of the language .

Unfortunately, in academe today this is

an anachronism.

People look at you, "Whom are you trying

to show up?"

Or "Why don' t you change that stilted way?"

Or something like that .

"What does knowing matter to me?

I ' m going to make rroney with studying aoout this event, and
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making money is the bottom line .

This is not your field ."

I prepared rryself to be a generalist, a broad .approach.

Then

having built on a broad base , I began specializing as I
zeroed in on my field .

Of course, I grant you, knowledge is

doubling itself every ten years.
to keep up.

It ' s al.m:::>st impos-sible

The Renaissance person is not possible anyrrore .

It makes me kind of, as I said, an anachronism.

I still

have that respect for people who have the wider interests
and who can interpolate and extrapolate from al l of these
areas and com2 up with a philosophy or a theory .

I pre-

pared myself by going to Morris Brown and Columbia , by
going to school in different places, but the Columbia experience would best illustrate.

For a long time after I en-

rolled, I didn ' t seek a degree.

I got a master ' s degree

in English and then i nstead of going through to the doctor ' s
degree , I just tried to learn.
eminent.

I followed teachers who were

I went to philosophy classes; I went over to the

Union Theological Seminary and t ook courses there .

If it

was a big name, if somebody had something to contribute , I
wanted to learn.

I just accumulated all of these hours in

various disciplines, and people worried about me.
rry goal?" they asked.

"What was

I feel good about it now because one

of the best teachers that I had, who was a rrodel to me,
was a man nam2d John Dingwall.

He didn' t have a college
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degree but he spoke nine languages fluently and he was a
classical scholar of note.

I taught one year as a sort of

guest instructor at Colwnbia.

The next time I taught I found

myself dealing in an intellectual climate that was at the
other extreme .

I was dealing with students who were not

properly prepared, but those students wanted to become and
that was the big thing.

The students whom I taught at

Shorter College were ill-prepared, but they would come to
my house at nine and ten and eleven o ' clock at night.

There

was one young lady who asked could she eat with us so that
while we were eating, we could pick up on [John] Milton.
She intended to go to Indiana University .
degree in English now.

She has a doctor's

Many of those students were very,

very hungry for knowledge.

They wanted to know.

Then some-

times in the-- I guess it was middle Fifties and early Sixties-we acquired the term "irrelevant".

Whatever you had to know

had to be suited to the here and now, and we got the pragrrat ic approach.

Right now we are in a terrible situation

because we are saying that a course should not be in the
curriculum--that ' s what Governor [Iblph] Briscoe i s saying-unless immediately it can translate itself into a career
and a job.

We ' re going to suffer from that because unless

you train people who can first of all think, who have some
sort of idea of the tradition of t his evolution towards
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human rights and this rrovement, they' re not going to be able
to ffi3.ke the decisions that are expected of people in a
derrocracy in terms of the historical rrovement of people.

So

I think that I ' m kind of a throwback right now in my classes.
I don ' t approach them.

I wouldn ' t teach a guidance course

unless I talk about these various rrovements.

I talk about

Odysseus going back home from the Trojan War and what it
means .

I talk about Moses leading the children back to the

promised land and what, symbolically, that means.

I go on

and talk about what the Industrial Revolution did in terms
of loss of identity.

I talk about Future Shock before I

get into what approaches are available and what techniques,
tools, and devices we employ in the area of counseling.

I

feel committed to unite my students with the uses of the
past and to influence them to look beyond and project the
future .

So that ' s where I see myself in the academic area.

In terms of a mission, I don ' t think I can escape it.
wanted to.
person .

I

I wanted to see myself as a wealthy, independent

I think when I was young, they ' d tell me that

they ' d ask me, everybody would ask, ''What are you going to
be when you grow up?"

Some of my brothers said physician,

doctor, a lawyer, something.

They said I used to say, "A

rich man," and that ' s a big joke.

I have less than all

the rest of them but I have rrore than rrost people too be-
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cause I ' ve had a lot of opportunities, even the opportunity
to do this.

It ' s rare that my words would linger on for

sometime and I want to thank you very, very much for giving
me this opportunity.

It means a lot to me .

this is because of a sense of mission.

But I think

I feel the sense

of a missio_ll_, being sent, being projected, being an instrument for change or whatever it is.

I laughed with my wife

the other day as we counted about thirty- six students who
were sponsored by us .

Some of them are in various degrees

of terminal achievement in universities.

We feel good that

through our instrument they got the opportunity for college educations .

I think being at East Texas at the time

that I came has something to do with the direction the
university has taken .

I feel that I came here quite by

accident and reJIB.in here even rrore by accident because there ' s
something that I can contribute.

I think that to a certain

extent I have corrrrnunicated to blacks the fact that they can.
It might be difficult but it can be done.

I thi nk that I

have at times been influential in changing policies and to
some extent, changing behaviors .

I feel good when a black

student says to me, "What is our homecoming?" meaning homecoming at East Texas State University.

I ' d l ike to say

something here about myself in a half joke .

I always like

to call myself the other one and I'll tell you why.

I came
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here and a year later J. Mei.son Brewer, who was an outstanding
folklorist of worldwide renown, came on campus .
knew J . Mason Brewer.

Everybody

So they would see me and they would

say, "Dr. Brewer, " a nd I'd say, "No , I' m the other one. "
Then Dr. Brewer died.
than life.

Ivory Moore came.

Ivory is larger

He ' s a tremendous person with a tremendous

arrount of energy.

He has done some fantastic miracles

for E. T. and for Corrnnerce , and many people who see me now
say, "Dean Moore?"

And I say, "No, I am the other one . "

But even as the other one , I think, I have had some effect .
I think that the course of history has been slightly rrodified by the fact that in 1968, September 15, I arrived
and that I have been used as the transmitter, as some sort
of conveyor , oh , l ots of things.

Sometimes it ' s active ,

sometimes it ' s passive but that I have been.
of Assisi .

I have been an instrument .

some sort of indication .

Yes, St . Francis

I ' ve been given

la.st summer, for exampl e, some-

thing happened 'that I didn ' t expect and that was very touching to me .

They told me that there was a banquet for my

fraternity and they asked me would I be there as a resource
person.

When I got there, what had happened [was] some of

rhy fraternity brothers, Omegas, had decided to come from all
over the state--one guy drove five hundred miles going and
coming t hat night--to honor me at a testirronial banquet .
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Young fell ows.

Some of them were freshmen when I came .

They ' ve gone out in the world.

But for some reason or

other, they felt that close to East Texas and to me as a
symbol of the East Texas experience that they came back
and had this rather laudatory, extravagant , lavish sort of
aff air.

I didn ' t deserve it.

I could only accept it in

terms of missions and instrumentality.
it and I don ' t try to.
me.

I don ' t understand

That ' s the part of the mystic in

It ' s traditional in our family .

We are service-

oriented, going where we are called, and I just accept it .
I don't know where I go from here but I ' m not concerned .
fues that answer.

. ?
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INTERVIEW III WITH DR. DAVID ARLINGTON TALBOT
Tape IV, Side A, continued.
P:

This interview with Dr. D. Arlington Talbot is being taped
on the 20th of February, 1978.

It will become a part of

the Oral History Prugram at East Texas State University .
The interviewer is Dr. Dennis Peck.

Dr. Talbot, often in situations of this nature, in interviews such as this, we ' re looking, in a sense, for some
sort of answer to specific questions, and the interviewer
would be much in the fore in terms 0f leading the interviewee .
Very seldom are we given the opportunity to go off and
indicate the things that we would like to have recorded
as such for posterity.

Yet I would like to afford you t hat

opportunity to do so at this point in time.
T:

I have really enjoyed this and I ' m not going to rrake any
apologies at all.

It was good catharsis .

The form was

free very often and I used your questions as springboards
really to express some of the things I have been thinking
about.

This has been unrehearsed and really it ' s alrrDst

as if we just reacted, so I think it ' s a very rare opportunity
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that I ' ve had .

And I want to thank you very , very rmuch for

that opportuni ty to just , without straining, without using
a sieve, to just kind of speak the way I feel, whi ch sometimes is even m:::>re important than the way I think.

I believe

you asked me once--and maybe I didn ' t answer the question
precisely.

I might not answer it now as precisely as you

might want me to .

But I thi nk the quest ion was asked, "How

does it feel to be a black man in the third , fourth, fifth ,
sixth , seventh and eighth decades 0f the twentieth century?"
And I want to use that as an ausgangapunkt [Ge)'.'IIB11] , a point of
departure , because I think that ' s important.

I think as a

black man having been born in the second decades of the
twentieth century , I must admit that I have felt and I feel
frustrated .

I think one of the big blocks of feeling that

I would have would be described under frustration.

It seems

as I have traveled along in time, there have been so many
unnecessary obstacles and impediments just constantly hurled
in my path--and this is true about every black person--just
unnecessarily hurled, spitefully hurled ; and you waste so
much energy in just overcoming these obstacles .
you get a little tired.

Sometimes

You wonder how it would be if these

hurdles were absent or even fewer.

Life is an obstacle

course anyhow, but to have so many added that every step
that you make you have to skirt around, or climb over, or
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duck under some obstacles.
added as you move a l ong.

And they ' re constantly being
It just at tmrnes is so frustrating

it kind of makes you tired and at times there has been the
temptation to just give up .

So that ' s one of the primary

emotions that I' ve had living i n times like these .
another one is confused .

Then

It ' s like playing a game and the

rules change whenever you come to bat.
the integration situation .

For example, take

For years this was the dream:

that one day , as King said , blacks and whit es would be
marching hand in hand , going to school and doing all these
things .

For a long time, some of us prepared for that day.

We trained ourselves .

We, Milton would say , "scorned de-

lights and lived laborious days " hoping that we ' d be ready.
I remember when I was in college, constantly we ' d say to
each other, "Man, are you ready? M..an , are you ready?"

This

was our little way of saying we are preparing ourselves for
the integrated society.

Somehow or other when it was decreed

from Washington that we would have the integrated society,
the fruits of that tree were bitter.

Somehow or other

there was some poison injected that all the integration
experiences that had promised so much sweetness were suddenly bitter.

It was used to diminish the self- concept ,

to m::ick people and their skills, and to subvert .
rather confusing.

So that is

The other feeling that you have constantly
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with you is this identity crisis.

Of course , I realize this

is a coJl11IDn feeling for all the people of the world , especially
those who are the products of our industrial society.
even oore for us, "Who am I?"

But

At times i n just an hour, I

just travel and perform so many roles .

One minute I am

the director of a Center for Student Development Services .
Then right in the very midst of it somebody says something
t hat reminds me that I am just a black man.
next to nothing.

And that ' s

I ' m a professor, full professor of

Student Personnel and Guidance or Counseling Psychology,
call it what you will.

You realize suddenly that that ' s

not so much because you' re constantly being reminded that
your color is a limitation .

You might say to somebody,

"Would you like to go to s uch- and- such a place with me?" and
get a feeling of shock because they never thought of doing
this with a black person even though they would be glad to
go with their professor.

So that sort of dissipates the

glarrDr of being the full professor.

Blackness is class,

it ' s caste , it ' s race, it ' s social condi tions.
It makes you very , very visible .
visible.

It ' s visibl e.

It also makes you in-

I remember once I was in Atlanta and I was walk-

ing through the woods .

There was a couple who were enjoy-

i ng a rendezvous on the comfortable soil bedded with l eaves .
They were enjoying each other sexually, and I heard the young
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lady say, "Somebody ' s coming , somebody' s coming."
trying to push the fellow away.

She was

Suddenly they looked and

saw me and said , "Aw , it ' s only a nigger," and just went
right on as if it had been a dog or a fly or something like
that.

I remember I felt really, really sad.

both visible and invisible.

I t ma.de me

I ' ve been places where people

have been talking and might have felt that [they were saying]
something they shouldn' t say.

Then they would see me there

and say , "Oh, it ' s all right.

I t doesn't natter, it ' s onl y

he."

At the same time, it gives me that high social
Yl

visibility that [Gun~ar] Myrdal talks about.
I am there.

"Make sure that

Everything changes when I ' m there. "

So that ' s

one of the things that you have as a result of being a black
nan at this particular time.

You have pride and pain.

Pride , because something tells you that you belong to a
civilization that seeks the self- actualizing of each individ~
ual.

You feel that you 've come from a root full of glory

and achievement.

You see [the] King Tut exhibition in New

Orleans and you get sort of a flavoring of what it must have
been.

When you compare those things with the finding of

Sutton Hoo, for example, you realize that your civilization
goes far back and is very rich.

At the same time, the

present, the achievement, the descriptions, all of them
bring pain.

The roots of the past and the hopes of t he
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future are balanced by the shame sometimes of the present.
I don ' t mean personal shame , but the feeling that if as seen
you are considered inferi or until you prove otherwise ,
imm:::>ral until you prove otherwise, capable of any criminal
act until you prove otherwise .

And when you prove otherwise,

you ' re suddenly seen as a superrran or a demigod.
is hard to carry .

And that

You asked something once about what it

feels like to be in East Texas at this time .

I find a

peculiar set of contradictions in terms of East Texas .
a way East Texas is ready.

In

They were very open to us,

very accepting to us , and were willing at times to accept
us as individuals .

I ' 11 ne:ver forget the kindness that they

showed--I might have mentioned it before--at the time of
my wife ' s illness , how easy and kind and thoughtful all of
the members of the Commerce and university corrmunity were.
But then again, to the black man or to the black person at
East Texas, there is a sort of unwillingness to accept him
as a total human being.
ball for a touchdown.
the ball .

A football player running the
Yes !

A basketball player dunking

That sort of thing.

But as a whole, human individ-

ual, I don ' t think that East Texas is quite ready for that.
East Texas has been resistant but it also has been resilient.
I think it has reacted well.

It has, to use an old expres-

.s ion, "bent , but not been broken" as it has to accommodate
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change.

I think to a certain extent, there is this feeling

that we will preserve the past in it ' s completeness .

At the

same time, there is not the brittleness that will IIBk:e the
system break, but the ability to sort of salvage as much as
possible and bounce back, maintaining a certain wholeness .
It has been soft and kind but also at the same time, cruel
and cold.

But, you know, as you talk about all of this, it

comes to my mind that the place where I would put my hope
is in the people.

Not the system.

Not the environment.

Not the process but in the people.

If I've learned any-

thing, it ' s that very often despite all of the barriers
we erect, there is a chance to react as--if we get the
opportunity--to react as people to people.
brings out the best in us.
ture of faith.
difficulties.

This has been a kind of adven-

We see a lot of problems ahead.

We see

I am not blinded to even the growth some-

times of prejudice.

~bre and rrore I hear gleaning of

prejudiced statements from colleagues.
dissapoint.

I think it

People I swore by,

But I think above all, the thing that rises

over and above everything is that when you speak peopleto-people, you get some sort of gleanings of humanity or
ability to speak as hUIIB.n beings, to act as human beings
and that is what gives U'S hope.
Tape IV, Side B.
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I.et me say something that I consider might very well be the
special characteristic of America.

America

constantly has

operated with the strx:>ng feeling that every torrorrx:>w will
bring us cl oser to the ideal place and time .

As we chased

the frx:>ntier , we' re chasing a dream and a hope .

Martin

Luther King ' s speech was good because it borrowed for this
generation the dreams that t he founding fathers had dreamed .
And so despite the cruelty , despite the shortsightedness,
the penchant for violence and oppression and things of that
sort , t here is on the flip side this dreamer searching for
the good life.

The black American brings something else .

He brings faith with the hope and he brings an ability to
transform tragedy into triumph.

Many times we talk about

soul this and soul that ; it has soul.

To me the meaning

of "soul" is the ability to take the rejects , to take
trx:>ubles, to take tribulation and to victoriously transform them into triumphs.
food .

Take our food , for example , "soul"

The parts of the ani.m3.l or the vegetable kingdom that

is usually disposed of, the black race has been able to take
and m:tke into a gourmet delicacy.
what's happened .

This is symbolic of

As he ' s been exploited, the black man has

ma.de songs that lift the hearts.

He ' s ma.de hurror out of

his miseries that entertain, that help him--as we sang with
King so often--helped him to overcome , not surrenderi ng the
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dream , constantly determined that whatever the price he is
going to arise above the problem and that in the sordidest
ghetto dwelling he can dare to dream of palaces and of
ornate rooms and accomplishments .

He can, in his anger ,

still point his son and his daughter to a toJTDrrow confident that toITDrrow will be his day.

Let ' s hope that when

that day comes , it will be everybody' s day , that there will
not be in the future a pax Africanus or a black empire setting its standards and compelling others to adopt them.

But

instead I think he dreams of a day when every person regardles:s of ·e thnic identity will JTDve with a minimum of obstructions towards the path that his proclivities, abilities,
and potentialities would lead him.
is my particular hope.
lT\Y

That ' s how I feel .

That

That, I hope, is also the faith of

people and the faith of all people because I see myself

as David Arlington Roberts Talbot , Senior, a separate individual with a special identity.

I see myself as a member

of the black race but JTDre than that I see myself as a member of the hurran race .

It ' s just a pity that at times the

world cannot accept the gifts that we offer freely in the
same spirit that we offer them.
though .
P:

I think it ' s going to change

[long interruption]

Dr . Talbot , the following rray seem a l ittle anticlirratic
given the inspiration of your words in the last several
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minutes, but I would like to try to develop a question which
would include the following notions.

I'm pi cking up on

several things that you ' ve said in ~he past interviews that
we ' ve had.

One of them I pick up on or point A is Asterisk

Denotes, Asterisk Denotes.

The other one I pick up on is

the notion that ''T am the other one. "

Thirdly, something

that you said today, ''it is only he ."

Fourth, you also

indicated today, "who am I?"

Now these are important con-

s i derations I think , but I would ask you, in terms of a
question , do these four items , Asterisk Denotes, "I am the
other one, " "it is only he," and "who am I ," do they denote
something about the personal characteristics and person of
Dr. D. Arlington Talbot?

Or, on •.t he other hand, do they

connote something about an individual who ' s a representative
of a black race?
T:

Now that ' s a very good question because in asking it, you
really challenge me to clear it up, to do some clarification .
It ' s true I ' m commuting.

At times those things aren ' t

true for David Arlington Talbot because to a certain extent
I was a child of privilege .

My parents were well- educated.

I was spared--I could have been spared .
way :

I could have been spared.

of these indignities .
this.

Let me put it that

I could have escaped some

For example , you JTB.de me remember

When I was in the South during the Thirties, I could
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easily have identified myself as a British subject, as
being a foreigner and become partially exempt fn:im a lot
of indignities but I chose not to do that .

I remember I

would be very angry with some people who came frDm my part
of the world or fn:im Africa who would take advantage of
this loophole and attend integrat ed meetings , or eat in the
white only restaurants, or go to rrovies .
be like that .

I don ' t want to

So you ' re right , I guess sometimes I am

talking as a representative and it ' s hard at times for me
to know when I ' m talking for myself or as a representative
of the black race .

It ' s an important point because it ' s

something that I ' ve had to do all my life .

As I said,

I have been privileged with a better- than-average education .

At least Thave gone to better-than-average schools.

I don ' t know how educated I am but I have gone to good
schools and I have been i n the presence of some of the best
minds, and this is a privilege that would make me not a
representative .

But at the same time, I have made myself--

and sometimes it has been difficult--I have actually
sometimes been abused by my fellow blacks as I have tried
to understand,feel, and react black .
fully gauche .
area.

Often I have been pain-

So you touched a kind of a very sensitive

I remember how my accent would betray me .

on this for a long, long t ime.

I ' ve worked

My wife laughs at me because
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as far as I can tell, I speak Georgian , black Georgian , but
she says, "No way. "

But I want to speak black Georgian.

Even when I was Dean of Students and the sit-inners would
have meetings or something , I wanted to know what those
young people were feeling .

I ' d go to the meetings somewhat

incognito--they knew who I was--but stealthily and t ake part
and list en to them and feel with them the frustration and
the urge that they had to change things .
age right then.

I would be their

So , yes , I think that ' s an excellent obser-

vation on your part and that's part of the difficulty.
could say something else.

I

That as difficult as it was for

re, i t was even more difficult for my children because I
mentioned sometime ago t hat my gener ation knew where we
were going.

We were going into the area of integration

and we were preparing for it .
that.

We prepared our children for

Then suddenly, as Stokely Carmichael said, integration

was no longer relevant .

My children and the children of

other middle- class blacks were Euddenly forced to make some
choices--and incidentally the white press selected the model .
It was the street Negro--Superfly.

Now if you were going to

be black, you had to be a ghetto Alack.

You had to steal,

you had to use drugs and if you didn ' t behave that way,
you were not black.

My children and their peers from the

same sort of economic situation had some dreadful decisions,
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painful decisions, to m:tk:e as to whether or not they ' re
going to be black and street, or whether or not t hey were
going to pursue the goals that they had themselves sometimes
chosen .
them.

In other instances, their parents had chosen for
So I think you ' ve hit right at the heart of the

problem.

When do you speak for yourself and when are you

speaking as the voice of black people?

I don' t know ,

aster isk denotes pulled me out every time.

I looked at my

officers there and I very often was better prepared than
they were.

They used my knowledge.

I was an interpreter

in France and Gerrrany but suddenly "asterisk denotes" was
pulled out .

The same thing, walking around feeling totally

human , right in that spring day in Atl anta, just being a
part of everything that was and suddenly, "It ' s only a
nigger."

Yes, it ' s a good question , and we do get mixed up

and find it difficult to separate the individual self from
being the symbolic representative of the whole people.
sad thing about it is really we can't be.

The

That m:tk:es it

sad because somebody might hear exactl y what I've been
saying.
view .

They' d see my training, my background, my world
That might not be identical with the rran in the

street and it m:tk:es it dangerous .

But my whole idea is

to just say where I am in relati on to that.
P:

Dr. Talbot, it would seem clear that in rrany instances
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members of the black race, or black Americans, are charged
with a special task to overcome various special hurdles
that nonblacks or members of the white race do not have
presented to them.

I think you ' ve rrade that very clear i n

terms of some of your own analysis.

That there are hurdles

that blacks have to go over that whites don ' t have to.

You

rrade a cornrrent of special pride , given painful articulation ,
that have been experienced by black Americans .

You talked

about a willpower al.Jrost in a very special sense that rraybe
blacks have had to have even Jrore willpower than most people
to survive , to just plain sur~ive in our society .

You've

rrade , I think, a very important distincti on in terms of the
sets of assumptions that black people are forced to work
under.

The assumptions being carried by white people .

blacks have to prove more than do nonblacks .

Now

Prove more in

terms of their personal worth, their mrali ty their
religiosity.

That they ' ve been put into a very special

category which creates, indeed then , rraybe a special burden for them.

In some fashion , however , when a black person

rrakes it in ·the society , achieves t hat which is kind of set
up for. all Americans to achieve, they rrake it so big, they
rrake it so big one has to wonder that is this a representative
of a black race who ' s rrade it and that all blacks would be
able to achieve those

same heights?

Or is this a special
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case that people sensing that in order to make it, they
have to bring fort h some special effort--much, much more
than others have to put forth?

What would be your inter-

pretations in terms of the achievement levels of bl acks
given the opportunity presented to most of the whites in
our society? Would--overall speaking , generall y speaking-blacks achieve the special heights that those who are in the
special class of achievement have made at this point in time?
T:

Let me put it this way.

Motivation and Social Darwinism are

the vital element for blacks .
the fittest, natural selection.

It ' s sort of the survival of
I think that the thing that

divides and makes such a wide difference between achieving
blacks and nonachieving blacks has to do with motivation .
I think that once you ' ve decided that you ' re going to "Run,
man, " and once you decide that you're going to get there
and it ' s important to get there--and as the blacks would
say like, "Man, where you been is not so good"--and you want
to get up and leave it, then you just use this motivation
and nothing, nothing will stop you from going.
~eep on going.
tive .

You just

Now those people are not really representa-

They ' re really the super people because they ' re so

turned on sometimes by fear of failure, sometimes by realizing
that if they don ' t, what do they have to go back to? Well,
they ' re so turned on that they just garner all of their

T:

tal ents and everything else and just get it all into one
easy , striding step and they go all the way.

This is through

something that is very threateni ng at times to whites because they see this as--they see blacks in terms of stereotypes.

They don ' t realize that t hey are much m:::>re coJl11l'0n-

alities between the groups than within the groups .
was what I was saying.

So that

If they were smart, they would

just take these people and they would say, "Hey, you' re one
of us,"--and it ' s good--"you remain black."
say, "Black people are great athletes .

But then they

Black ·people are

great pol iticians, " or whatever they want to say .

They

endow those people who, through the process of selectivity,
have risen to the top .

They have the feeling that those

that are dormant have the same abilities and that they
represent a threat .

It ' s the same sort of thing that Hitler

did to the Jews, the same sort of propaganda not long ago,
"Every Jew i s smart; every Jew is brilliant . "

I ' ve gone t0

school with some Jews who were not smart , who were not
brilliant, but some of them have been so m:::>tivated that
they have achieved.

And as a result, the stereotype that

we must find that any differences, ethnic differences ,
becomes applied totally in generalization and then i t becomes something frightening .

The group becomes :a threat.

But as I said, I feel that the m:::>tivation, that 1Jhat voice
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that comes to some black sleeping in the ghetto and says,
"Hey, you ' ve got to get out of here.
that you get out of here , ffi3.n .

It ' s very important

If not, you ' re going to die. "

When he hears that voice and heeds i t , then he ID3.kes the
best use of his ability .
the need for fear .

I don't think that there's really

I think that to deny the positions of

leadership that these peopl e merit is to ID3.ke our country
and our world suffer a lot of hardships that are really not
necessary.

I hope that sort of explains my feeling as far

as that question is concer ned.

You know , I really can' t .

As we come to the end, I didn ' t do justice to one part of

mysel f .

You asked where was I as I went in and out of being

the individual and representative of the group.

One of the

things that I didn ' t mention was the support of my family .
The fact that I couldn ' t do, I couldn ' t be , I couldn' t
think , I couldn' t act ffi3.ny roles if I didn ' t have, in the
first place , the wife that I had.

I have told you how she

followed me from New York to Arkansas, and she ' s been the
brains of the whole thing.

I know it and not onl y that,

she ' s been the brakes at times when I just would get so
angry I just would want to give up .

I would seek her counsel

and she would be t he balance, and I don ' t t hink it would
be fair--when I talk about me, not to insist that I ' m talking about her too.

Then my children I ' m very proud of them
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in this way .

I mentioned some time ago the tr€mendous

problem that the chil dren of the middl e- class blacks had and
I didn ' t have to divert very often to go rescue them.
trusted them.
lenges.

They went out there.

I

They took the chal-

Then they came back, all of them, and said, "We

know who we are and we know where we want to go. "

I ' ve seen

so many of the children of my friends who ' ve just gone through
agonies and my friends have too .

They wasted a lot of

energy that they could have put in positive places in
agonizing over the problems of their children.
that to be recorded.

Then I want t o say just one word about

my philosophy about life .
other day.

So I want

We were talking about it the

Right now my family is worried that there ' s

some little problem with my heart and I told my wife, "I
don ' t think that t here ' s anything wrong with me ."

But I did

tell her this that I've al ways wanted to l ive so that when
the end came . . • •
run track.

I used to be an athlete.

I said to her , "You know what?

last s teps to be my sprint steps.

I used to

I ' d like those

When I reach the tape,

I want to lift my hands and breast the tape instead of
crawling underneath and gasping."

I just wanted to go out

with full appreciation of the fact that I ' ve lived and with
the joy of life and a feeling of victory that maybe I ' ve
done some little thing to kind of make i t easier for
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succeeding generations of all people--because I think in
terms of all people in succeeding generations--to live
together with Jrore peace and to respect the dignity of everybody.

P:

Dr. Talbot , I know that you are a man who seeks out closure .

You're a very articulate individual and a very bright individual, a very sensitive man, a very insightful man.

It ' s

difficult to know how to bring about closure in a situation
of this nature.

As

I shared with you in a previous instance,

probably we cannot.
that .

It might not even be important to do

It might not be the Jrost important thing .

I would

like to maybe summarize some impressions other than what
I ' ve indicated in tern-JS of certain concepts, impressions of
you as an individual.

I think East Texas State University

is very fortunate to have you as a man, as an individual,
on its faculty , and to have you as an academic at this
institution.

I cannot help but feel that all people , all

students, and faculty and staff members in total, are very
fortunate to have t he opportunity to socially interact with
you.
T:

You ' re very kind.

This concludes the interviews with Dr. Arlington Talbot.

They
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The interviewer is Dr. Dennis Peck.
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